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 Introduction 
Military balance has long been a key factor shaping the stability of the Koreas and Northeast 
Asia. For decades, the DPRK has shaped the military balance in the Koreas through periods of 
deliberate confrontation and military threats, threatening military movements and exercises, a 
steady military build-up, and sporadic acts of low-level violence ranging from assassination to 
artillery attacks and ship sinkings. It has focused on ROK targets, but has also consistently 
threatened the United States.  

There is no one view of the military balance that is likely to shape any conflict between the 
Koreas. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK or North Korea) does not publish 
meaningful public assessments of the balance. As Figures II.1 and II.2 show, outside sources 
can make radically different counts of the conventional balance—depending on the analyst’s 
perspective. The Republic of Korea (ROK or South Korea) count in Figure II.1 is far more 
favorable to the DPRK than the Japanese count in Figure II.2. 

Much depends on the scenario used in making the count. The ROK count is a total force 
inventory. The Japanese count focuses on the modern conventional forces likely to dominate a 
major conventional conflict. Both methods have value, but both can tell only part of the story – 
even for conventional forces – and tacitly assume very different levels of each side’s forces that 
would be committed to a conflict. 
Moreover the term “conventional” does not apply to the forces each nation would have in many 
credible scenarios. Asymmetric and nuclear forces are likely to play a major role in the way any 
conflict develops, even if this only means deterring given military options or altering the political 
perceptions on each side of how to shape the fighting.  
Asymmetric warfare can be used at any level of conflict, and much of the DPRK’s past behavior 
has used low-level asymmetric warfare to threaten the ROK at levels that have drawn a military 
response. The DPRK can also use its limited nuclear capabilities, and missile threats to try to 
deter ROK or U.S. conventional attacks on the DPRK, even if it has no intention of actually 
using nuclear weapons. 

Deterrence, Restraint, and Levels of Conflict 
Warfighting is also only one aspect in assessing the military balance. The forces on each side are 
designed as much to deter the other and gain strategic and political influence as to actually fight. 
There are also powerful political and economic deterrents to a major conflict for all of the 
reasons outlined in Chapter II.  
The ROK has emerged as a major economic power, and one that is important to the economies of 
the US, Japan, Russia and China (People’s Republic of China or PRC) – as well as to the world. 
The DPRK is one of the world’s most heavily militarized states, but is still a relatively small 
military power by US and Chinese standards. It remains vulnerable to US aid, missile power, and 
precision strike capability, and runs a serious risk of being isolated if it provokes or escalates a 
conflict without Chinese support. 
Much depends on China’s position and the extent to which it seeks to prevent, contain, and de-
escalate any conflict on the Korean Peninsula, and particularly on its efforts to influence the 
DPRK. The same is true of US and ROK efforts to avoid any repetition of the mistakes made 
during the Korean War – military efforts that could place US forces near the border of China – or 
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confront China with the loss of the DPRK as a buffer state in ways China felt would become a 
threat.  

As the analysis of Chinese conventional and nuclear missile forces in Chapter IX makes clear, 
China already can bring important anti-access/area denial (A2AD) assets to bear in a “worst case” 
conflict in the Koreas. While the Chinese modernization efforts described in Chapter VII may 
today be focused on Taiwan and the Pacific, they directly affect its future capabilities to 
intervene in the Koreas and Northeast Asia as well as increasingly challenge US power 
projection.  

Every aspect of the broader balance of US and Chinese military capabilities and modernization 
efforts in Asia and the Pacific – and the extent to which they cooperate or confront each other in 
any present or future Korean crisis or conflict – affects the more narrow balance of forces now in 
the Koreas and Northeast Asia. 

A Clash or Conflict between the DPRK and ROK 
The fact remains, however, that a high level of mutual deterrence never means that any one side 
can dismiss the risk of a serious clash or war. This is particularly true if one considers the 
number of times that war has been the result of unpredictable incidents and patterns of escalation. 
The historical reality is that the likelihood of less-probable forms of war actually occurring has 
been consistently higher than what seemed to be the most probable contingencies in peacetime. 
Far too often, the real world patterns of escalation also differ sharply from those that seem most 
likely from the viewpoint of a “rational bargainer.”  
Both sides also approach the risk of war from a different perspective. The DPRK has long 
emphasized irregular warfare, low-level attacks, covert operations, and large Special Forces. Its 
forces are ground and missile “heavy” compared to those of the ROK. The DPRK puts far more 
emphasis on force quantity or mass, while the ROK has emphasized land and air technology and 
force quality.  

The DPRK has long built up large stocks of chemical weapons, may have biological weapons, 
and is an emerging nuclear power that may add nuclear warheads to a large force of long-range 
missiles. The ROK is just beginning to develop longer-range missile forces and has not seriously 
pursued nuclear weapons. It is, however, acquiring missile defenses. 

If a major clash or conflict does occur, much will depend on the conditions and levels of 
preparation and warning that led to a confrontation or actual fighting. Total forces and orders of 
battle may or may not be relevant measures in a given crisis or conflict. Pyongyang might 
conduct a major conventional buildup to pressure the ROK, Japan, and/or the US. It might do so 
to deal with internal unrest, trying to focus the nation on a foreign enemy. It might launch a 
limited war for the same reasons, or engage in limited provocations – like those in 2010 – to 
which it expects to receive a limited ROK response and little punishment or censure from the 
international community. 

It is doubtful that the ROK would initiate such a conflict. South Korea cannot be sure what level 
of escalation would follow any response to a limited incident or DPRK action of the kind 
Pyongyang initiated by sinking the ROK ship Cheonan and firing on Yeonpyeong. The ROK 
might also be confronted with a DPRK succession crisis or massive suppression of the 
population – creating a strong incentive for some form of decisive ROK military action. 
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If the DPRK and ROK do go to war with “conventional” forces, the resulting level of restraint 
and escalation ladder would be far from clear. The perceptions of risk and capability could be so 
different on each side – and involve such different mixes of the use and threatened use of 
asymmetric, conventional, nuclear, and long-range missile forces – that each side might make a 
major miscalculation, and a conflict might escalate in unpredictable ways that neither side could 
control. 

There also are major uncertainties to the outcome of any such conflict. A battle near the DMZ, 
directed at a target like Seoul, could rapidly escalate to the point at which it threatened the 
ROK’s entire economy, even if no major invasion took place. DPRK missile, rocket, and artillery 
fire would be met in kind, as well as by precision air strikes, though the ability of such strikes to 
suppress DPRK forces is uncertain, as are the potential losses to the ROK air forces. The ROK 
might well respond with strikes deep into the DPRK, attacking counter value targets like key 
economic and infrastructure facilities, but again, the exchange rates in terms of casualties and 
tactical outcomes would not be predictable before such a war occurred. 

Similar problems drive any assessment of the outcome of a major DPRK invasion of the ROK, 
even if one only focuses on DPRK-ROK forces. The DPRK has far larger ground forces, but the 
outcome of what would today be an air-land battle driven heavily by the overall mobility of 
DPRK land forces and their ability to concentrate along given lines of advance relative to the 
attrition technically superior ROK land and air forces could inflict is impossible to calculate with 
any confidence, as is the actual mix of forces both sides could deploy in a given area and 
scenario. It may be possible to simulate with advanced war gaming models and classified data, 
but it is unclear what level of confidence would result.  

The “third party” factor is equally important. Much depends on the role of China and the U.S., as 
well as Japanese support for U.S. military intervention. A crisis in the Koreas may or may not 
come with significant strategic warning that would allow China and the U.S. to prepare for such 
intervention and/or begin deploying forces. It may or may not be tied to other crises in Northeast 
Asia or the rest of the world. Russia and other Asian states can bring great influence to bear or 
become involved. Once again, history is a grim warning that “probability” is very different from 
successful “prophecy.”  
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Figure II.1: ROK Summary of the DPRK-ROK Conventional 
Military Balance in 2012 

 
Sources: Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper.  
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Figure II.2: Japanese Summary of the DPRK-ROK Conventional Military 
Balance in 2012

 
Source: Japanese Ministry of Defense, Defense of Japan 2015, 14 
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Levels of “Conventional” Conflict 
As Sun Tzu pointed out centuries ago, wars do not have to involve conflict if military force can 
be used politically in the equivalent of “wars of intimidation.” The DPRK has found that one 
way to both mobilize support for the regime and put pressure on its neighbors and the US is to 
utilize military pressure in the context of some self-generated crisis. It has learned that one 
rational way for a power with limited resources but large military forces to survive is to appear 
“irrational” and then compromise. Within limits, it has been able to count on the ROK and US 
showing restraint, China being forced to largely stand aside or support its “buffer” state, Japan 
and other Asian states pressing for some form of compromise that the DPRK can exploit, and 
Russia largely standing aside.  
No one, however, can be certain that the DPRK will not escalate its future threats and actions in 
ways that lead to serious conventional conflicts. The DPRK can threaten the ROK’s capital, raid 
across the DMZ, provoke large-scale maritime clashes, provoke a major artillery strike, or raise 
the political ante with a new set of attacks on the ROK’s leaders. This can lead to escalation at a 
level neither side wants and serious miscalculations that increase the level of conflict. It can 
provoke a cycle of challenge and response neither side can easily end. The DPRK’s manipulation 
of a large artificial threat of ROK and US invasion can be manipulated to win popular support 
and some experts fear that any internal power struggle in the DPRK might result in its leadership 
provoking a war to retain power. 

The DPRK’s unique ideological extremism and reliance on the cult of the leader may also 
interact with the fact it has not had any serious military experience since the 1953 cease-fire in 
the Korean War. Its complex mix of regular and internal security forces and massive bureaucracy 
may interact with ideology and reliance on the leader in ways that make its military operations 
both inefficient and unpredictable and lead to unexpected levels of escalation or tactical and 
strategic behavior.  

Furthermore, the DPRK’s economic weaknesses may impose problems in terms of readiness and 
sustainability that may lead to military actions that are more desperate, or at least different, from 
what might be expected based on the size of its order of battle and the deployment of its forces. 
This further highlights the risk of relying on “rational bargainer” behavior and scenarios in a 
conventional – or any other form of – conflict. 

Open-Ended Scenarios and Escalation Ladders 
The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) presents special problems for the ROK. It is four kilometers long 
and about 250 kilometers wide, and allows North Korean forces to deploy much closer to the 
capital of South Korea than ROK forces can deploy near the capital of North Korea - Pyongyang, 
the capital of the DPRK, is approximately 125 kilometers north, while the ROK’s capital, Seoul, 
is about 40 kilometers south. There are some 20,000 artillery pieces and armored vehicles, as 
well as over one million troops, in the surrounding areas. 
The DPRK has deployed many of its forces near the DMZ and has massive Special and naval 
forces designed to support raids and use smaller systems like mine layers and submersibles. It 
emphasizes artillery, rocket, and missile forces. The ROK emphasizes defense, conventional 
military forces, air power, and air and missile defenses. It can count on limited support from US 
ground forces and a far larger US presence in terms of air precision strike, stealth, cruise missile, 
and naval forces. 
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The threat of a large land war for control of the entire peninsula cannot be dismissed, but a 
repetition of a Korean War-type conflict seems increasingly unlikely. The Korean Peninsula is 
250 kilometers wide at the narrowest point and approximately 1,000 kilometers long. Most of the 
Peninsula is mountainous, so heavily armored forces are generally either forced to use 
predictable routes or are unable to move quickly. According to the International Institute of 
Strategic Studies (IISS), there are three main avenues of approach for a land offensive that are 
shaped by Korea’s topography; these are also shown in Figure II.3:1  

Two are in the relatively flat western part of the Peninsula, known as the Chorwon and Kaesong Munsan 
corridors, and provide the most direct approaches to Seoul and Pyongyang, although much of the flat 
terrain is marsh land and rice fields. The third route runs along the east coast through the Taedong 
Mountains and is the most amenable to vehicle passage. In some places, these corridors are about 15km 
wide and interconnected with other possible routes, which would utilize existing road networks and suitable 
terrain in the central and eastern parts of the Peninsula.  

It is important to note, however, that such terrain considerations affect the use of modern 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) assets and precision air power. Joint warfare 
today can count on 24-hour surveillance and targeting of land movements almost regardless of 
weather. As the wars against Iraq in 1991 and 2003 demonstrated, smart submunitions and stand-
off precision strike weapons vastly increase the lethality of the modern strike aircraft and 
bombers in US and ROK forces. Stealth adds another dimension, as does the ability to use cruise 
missiles, deep strikes, and weapons like earth penetrators to attack DPRK command, control, 
computer and battle management (C4I/BM) assets and critical infrastructure.  

The end result can be an air-land battle rather than a battle dominated by land forces. In fact, 
stealth, precision-guided air-to-surface weapons, and cruise missiles are becoming the equivalent 
of “weapons of mass effectiveness,” and if the ROK must fear massive artillery and rocket 
strikes on a key target like Seoul, the DPRK must increasingly fear an ROK-US response that 
can strike deep into the DPRK. This changes the definition of “conventional” in terms of war 
fighting effects, but the DPRK can respond with its own rockets, missiles, and weapons of mass 
effectiveness. 
As is described in detail in a later chapter, the DPRK has large stocks of chemical weapons, a 
small nuclear arsenal, and possible possession of biological weapons, all of which add another 
wild card to the problem of assessing the balance. The DPRK could escalate to the use of such 
weapons to try to deter counteroffensives and hold any gains, limit ROK and US air and missile 
strikes, limit other forms of ROK and US escalation, try to force a favorable settlement, or to 
ensure regime survival if the DPRK’s other forces faced a major defeat and ROK attacks across 
the DMZ.  

The risk of some type of DPRK use of CBRN weapons – if only in terms of threat and 
intimidation – will grow if the DPRK can develop a serious stockpile of nuclear weapons and 
arm longer-range ballistic missiles. The DPRK’s nuclear efforts are also creating a growing risk 
that China and the US will compete to provide some form of extended deterrence for each side 
with their own missile forces, that the ROK will go nuclear, and that Japan will develop its own 
counterstrike capabilities against the DPRK.  

There is also a slowly increasing risk that a conflict will escalate beyond the Korean Peninsula – 
a threat compounded by the many tensions between Asian states over the emergence of China as 
a power capable of regional power projection and a major nuclear and missile power in its own 
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right, and by the many tensions over control of islands and offshore waters in Northeast Asia and 
the rest of the Pacific. 

Figure II.3: Avenues of Approach from the DPRK to the ROK 

 
Source: ROK Ministry of National Defense, 2001; cited in Bruce E. Bechtol Jr., “The Future of US Airpower on the Korean 
Peninsula,” Air & Space Power Journal, 2005. http://www.airpower.maxwell.af.mil/airchronicles/apj/apj05/fal05/bechtol.html.  

 

Comparing Total “Conventional” Orders of Battle with Possible 
Combat Scenarios 

The force counts that follow provide more detailed estimates of the conventional forces on each 
side and offer a break out of equipment types that gives some indication of force quality.  

In broad terms, the ROK has the advantage in “conventional force” quality, while the DPRK has 
the advantage in force quantity. James R. Clapper, the US Director of National Intelligence 
(DNI), summarized the Korean conventional balance as follows on February 10, 2011:2 

North Korea’s conventional military capabilities have eroded significantly over the past 10-15 years due to 
persistent food shortages, poor economic conditions, inability to replace aging weapons inventories, 
reduced training, and increased diversion of the military to infrastructure support. Therefore, Pyongyang 
increasingly relies on its nuclear program to deter external attacks on the state and to its regime. Although 
there are other reasons for the North to pursue its nuclear program, redressing conventional weaknesses is a 
major factor and one that Kim and his likely successors will not easily dismiss. 
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Nevertheless, the [Korean People’s Army (“KPA”) remains a large and formidable force capable of 
defending the North. Also, as demonstrated by DPRK attacks on the South Korean ship Cheonan in March 
2010 and Yeongpyong Island in November, North Korea is capable of conducting military operations that 
could potentially threaten regional stability. These operations provide Pyongyang with what the regime 
may see as a means to attain political goals through coercion.  

U.S. intelligence assessments have not changed since that time, except to note that North Korea’s 
leadership has not become less provocative, and the DPRK has continued every aspect of its 
military build up. The DNI’s threat assessment for Congress in 2016 stated that,3 

Since taking the helm of North Korea in December 2011, Kim Jong Un has further solidified his position as 
the unitary leader and final decision authority through purges, executions, and leadership shuffles. Kim and 
the regime have publicly emphasized—and codified—North Korea’s focus on advancing its nuclear 
weapons program, developing the country’s troubled economy, and improving the livelihood of the North 
Korean people, while maintaining the tenets of a command economy. Despite efforts at diplomatic 
outreach, Kim continues to challenge the international community with provocative and threatening 
behavior in pursuit of his goals, as prominently demonstrated in the November 2014 cyberattack on Sony, 
the August 2015 inter-Korean confrontation spurred by the North’s placement of landmines that injured 
two South Korean soldiers, and the fourth nuclear test in January 2016.   

Similarly, Lieutenant General Vincent R. Stewart, the Director of the U.S. Defense Intelligence 
agency (DIA) stated in 2016 that,4 

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s (DPRK) primary goals are preserving the control of the Kim 
family regime, improving its poor economy, and deterring attack by improving its strategic and 
conventional military capabilities. Pyongyang maintains that nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities are 
essential to ensure its sovereignty. 

The DPRK continues to prioritize maintaining the readiness of its large, forward-deployed forces. While 
Pyongyang is stressing increased realism in military training, exercises still appear to do little more than 
maintain basic competencies. Because of its conventional military deficiencies, the DPRK is also 
concentrating on improving its deterrence capabilities, especially its nuclear technology and ballistic 
missile forces. 

We believe the DPRK continues to develop its nuclear weapons and missile programs which pose a serious 
threat to the U.S. and regional allies. We remain concerned that the DPRK will conduct a nuclear test in the 
future. Following United Nations (U.N.) condemnation of its human rights record in November 2014, 
Pyongyang indicated it would “not refrain any further from conducting a nuclear test.” This followed a 
statement in March 2014 wherein North Korea’s Foreign Ministry warned it “would not rule out a new 
form of nuclear test”. 

Pyongyang is also making efforts to expand and modernize its deployed missile forces consisting of close-, 
short-, medium-, and intermediate-range systems. It seeks to develop longer-range ballistic missiles capable 
of delivering nuclear weapons to the U.S., and continues efforts to bring its KN08 road-mobile ICBM to 
operational capacity. In 2015, North Korea will continue improving the combat proficiency of its deployed 
ballistic missile force, and will work to improve missile designs to boost overall capability. Pyongyang 
likely will launch additional ballistic missiles as part of its training and research and development process. 
We remain concerned by North Korea’s illicit proliferation activities and attempts to evade U.N. sanctions. 

The Limits to Conventional Force Comparisons 
The DPRK does face serious limits to its conventional capabilities that could seriously affect its 
ability to exploit its apparent conventional strength. Some experts feel that the DPRK’s recurrent 
economic crises have severely affected its ability to upgrade major weapons, modernize combat 
and service support forces, and logistic stocks and capabilities. This may affect the quality and 
quantity of basic military stocks like artillery ammunition, and there are reports that the DPRK 
lacks the national fuel stocks to even carry out a major conventional offensive.  
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Other reports question the DPRK’s realism in training as well as its levels of readiness and the 
size of its capability to sustain offensive operations. These reports cannot be confirmed at the 
unclassified level, but they also cannot be ignored. They present further reasons why the DPRK 
might choose scenarios or attack models that do not seem predictable. Such limits could 
encourage it to rely on asymmetric or nuclear options, depending on the scenario and cause of 
any fighting. They might also force it to seek a sudden, surprise conventional victory in any all-
out conventional attack.  
It is also unlikely that either the DPRK or ROK will ever go to war with their entire orders of 
battle, and – in any case – the term “conventional” does not fit a DPRK force structure that 
includes so many Special Forces, covert elements, and unconventional capabilities, with so much 
experience in political warfare, and that are so different in deployment, terrain, and vulnerability. 
Nevertheless, comparisons of total forces have broad value in measuring the contingency 
capabilities of a given side, even if they are not direct measures of the forces that would be 
involved in any given case of actual warfare. They also help illustrate the different ways forces 
can be counted and the range of differences that exist in the data provided by given sources. 
The official sources quoted in this analysis provide only limited summary data on the balance of 
forces now in Korea, and only the ROK provides summary breakouts of the data on key aspects 
of the DPRK-ROK balance. As for other sources, comparisons based on the unclassified data 
issued by the IISS seem to provide the most reliable non-governmental source of data on the 
forces of each country, although an examination of other NGO and commercial data from 
sources such as Jane’s reveals significant differences.  

What to Count 
All of these comparisons are affected by the fact it is difficult to determine what number of US 
and Chinese forces could or should be counted, so most of the following comparisons count 
something approaching the total US and Chinese forces that could be deployed over time. 

China could deploy many of its forces into the Korean theater relatively quickly. The US can 
project air and sea power relatively quickly but has a lesser forward-deployed capability base and 
support available for such forces, and faces more serious problems in land force power 
projection. As a result, much might depend on the US forces now in Korea. 

The size and nature of US forces that are in the ROK or might deploy in wartime is discussed in 
more detail in Chapter VIII. Key US official sources like the US Pacific Command (PACOM) do 
not provide a detailed unclassified breakout of the US forces in the ROK or of those forces could 
be deployed in a given contingency. The IISS does, however, provide an estimate of US forces in 
South Korea and Asia and these data are discussed in more depth in the section on US forces.  
To summarize, the IISS reports that the US now permanently deploys some 28,500 troops in the 
ROK. This includes some 19,200 US Army forces including the 8th Army headquarters, the US 
2nd Infantry division at Tongduchon, as well as one artillery, one combat aviation, and one air 
defense brigade. These are equipped with modern tanks, AFVs, artillery, Patriot surface-to-air 
missiles, and AH-64 attack helicopters.5 

There are also 8,800 USAF personnel, the 7th Air Force Headquarters, three fighter squadrons 
with 20 F-16C/Ds, a squadron with 24 A-10C-IIs, and an ISR squadron with U-2s, There are also 
roughly 250 US Navy and 250 US Marine Corps personnel stationed in the ROK.6  
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These numbers are limited, but scarcely define the US presence that could affect any serious 
conflict. US naval and air forces would surge into the Korean theater from outside the area in any 
conflict or crisis, and the current total of US forces in Japan and the ROK is only a symbol of 
such a potential surge. US land forces would be slower to surge, but would also build-up from 
outside Japan and the ROK. Much would also depend on Japan’s willingness to serve as a 
staging point and how much pressure China did or did not put on other areas of the Pacific, such 
as the Taiwan Straits. 

Total Manpower  
Total manpower numbers provide a rough picture of force size. They do not, however, say 
anything about force quality, and almost always represent estimates of authorized rather than 
actual strength. They must always be tied to how a given force is organized, equipped, and 
trained, and to the quality of its probable strategy, war planning, and battle management. While 
they are often used as the sole metric in media comparisons, history warns that few aspects of 
military strength do less to predict the outcome of combat than such totals when they are taken 
out of their full context. Far too often, the superior manpower numbers have been on the side of 
the loser.   
The ROK provides DPRK and ROK manpower comparisons and total Northeast Asian 
manpower comparisons for 2014, shown in Figures II.4 and II.5. Unlike the ROK’s equipment 
counts, these manpower counts are almost identical to the IISS breakouts of manpower data for 
active and reserve forces and for regular and paramilitary forces for 2013 – if one allows for the 
passage of time.  

• Figure II.6 shows the IISS estimate of total manpower on each side, along with US force 
estimates taken from general PACOM numbers. (Since more detailed deployment and 
equipment information is not available subsequent US estimates are be drawn from the 
IISS figures showing total global US force – with many elements that might not be 
deployed in a Korean conflict).  

• Figure II.7 shows the number of reserves available for each country. It is clear that the 
DPRK and China have much larger manpower totals than the ROK and US. The DPRK 
also has roughly twice the active military manpower of the ROK. 

Once again, factors like manpower quality and training – and associated weapons, sustainability, 
battle management, ISR, and C4 capabilities – are likely to be more important than total active 
and reserve manpower. Sheer numbers – or “mass” -- are still important, but total manpower is 
not a key measure of force strength. Accordingly, the qualitative aspects of the manpower totals 
in Figures II.4 and II.5 are discussed in more detail in the country sections that follow.  
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Figure II.4: ROK Estimate of Korean Manpower Balance in 2014 
(in Thousands) 

   

 
Source: Based primarily on material provided from Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service.  
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Figure II.5: ROK Estimate of Northeast Asian Force Manpower 
Balance in 2014 

  

 
Source: Based primarily on material provided from Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service.  
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Figure II.6: IISS Estimate of Total Active Military Manpower Affecting the 
Northeast Asian Balance in 2016 (in thousands)  

 

 
Source: International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2016 (London: Routledge, 2015). 
Note: US force numbers reflect USPACOM deployment in Northeast Asia, http://www.pacom.mil/About-USPACOM/  
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Figure II.7: IISS Estimate of Total Military Reserve Manpower, 
Affecting the Northeast Asian Balance in 2016 (in thousands) 

 

 
Source: International Institute for Strategic Studies, The Military Balance 2016. 
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Army and Land Forces  
The ROK white paper estimate of balance of the land forces in 2014, shown in Figures II.8 and 
II.9. reflects a much larger DPRK superiority in tanks and other armored vehicles than the IISS 
shows for 2016, and the ROK uses a different – but undefined – way of counting artillery. The 
ROK also presents a different count of helicopters. Other differences occur when the comparison 
is expanded to cover China and Japan and are further complicated by the fact that the ROK 
changes definitions from one type of comparison of the same forces to another.  

There are no consistent patterns in the differences in the estimates for China and Japan, but it 
should be noted that official US estimates often count the same forces very differently in given 
commands, services, and branches of the US intelligence community. Much depends on the 
reason a given comparison is developed and the definitions used – definitions that often are not 
explicitly explained in a given source. 
From 2000 to the present, the DPRK army made significant organizational changes that have 
resulted in greater numbers of light infantry units. IHS Jane’s reported in 2014 that the DPRK 
army undertook the “expansion of existing division-level light infantry battalions within the 
DMZ corps to regiments and the reorganization of seven infantry or mechanized infantry 
divisions into light infantry divisions.” Such changes came about after army studied recent wars 
such as those in the Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan, which convinced the DPRK army of the 
need to increase the number of light infantry troops.7 

The 2016 IHS Jane’s estimates that the ROK has eight corps with a total of four armored 
brigades, five mechanized infantry divisions, 16 infantry divisions and five infantry brigades, an 
air assault brigade, and three counter-infiltration brigades. It has a much smaller Special Forces 
command with seven brigades. Both countries have large numbers of combat and service support 
units as well as independent artillery and air defense elements. 8 
The IISS estimates for 2016 are different. The IISS Military Balance reports that the DPRK 
Army is a 12 corps force with two mechanized corps nine infantry corps, and a “Capital Defense” 
corp. Its armored forces include one armored division, 15 armored brigades, and four 
mechanized divisions. The bulk of its forces are still infantry – 27 divisions and 14 brigades – 
with much more limited speed of maneuver and combined armored warfare capability.9 There 
are another 40 reserve infantry divisions and 18 reserve infantry brigades. The DPRK does, 
however, have a large Special Forces Command with some 88,000 men; a mix of land, sea, and 
air units that include nine light infantry bridges; ten sniper brigades; and three airborne brigades. 
Comparisons of numbers of combat units provide a useful picture of force structure and the size 
of key combat elements, but can sometimes have limited operational meaning since units with 
the same title can differ so much in actual strength between and within given countries. 
Nevertheless, it is clear from their different force structures, however, that the DPRK has 
designed its land forces to engage in combined conventional and asymmetric warfare, including 
a major ability to infiltrate the ROK and deploy Special Forces – and that the ROK has tailored 
its forces to respond. What is not clear is the readiness, training, and real-world effectiveness of 
each force structure and the degree to which the DPRK can actually use much of its active and 
reserve infantry effectively in any kind of modern offensive warfare. 
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Figure II.8: ROK Estimate of Korean Force Balance in 2014 (Army)  

 

 
Source: Based primarily on material provided from Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.9: ROK Estimate of Northeast Asian Force Land 
Balance in 2014 

  

 
Source: Based primarily on material provided from Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.10 shows the IISS estimate of relative balance of army manpower and land force 
equipment strength. Here, too, the DPRK and China have a major lead in force strength. Given 
the economic disparity between the Koreas, this figure demonstrates that the DPRK is one of the 
most militarized countries in the world.  

The detailed equipment breakouts in Figure II.10 show that the DPRK has roughly 1.5 times the 
main battle tanks (MBTs) of the ROK – though the ROK has superior overall armored mobility 
and armored engineering capability. The DPRK also has nearly twice the artillery strength of the 
ROK as well as a massive lead in multiple rocket launchers (MRLs). The ROK has a lead in self-
propelled artillery and combined arms mobility and maneuver capability. 
The counts of anti-tank weapons are not detailed enough to assess with any accuracy, but other 
data indicates that the ROK has a qualitative advantage in anti-tank guided weapons types. There 
are also problems in counting each nation’s air defense weapons, but the DPRK seems to have 
extraordinarily large holdings of unguided anti-aircraft guns while the ROK has a limited lead in 
man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS).  

The ROK has a lead in Army helicopters and in attack and multirole helicopters, but such counts 
are misleading as the DPRK places its helicopter forces in its Air Force. The force includes at 
least one regiment of M-24 Hind attack helicopters and significant numbers of transport and 
multirole helicopters, but no detailed current count is provided.  

As noted earlier, there is no way to determine the land forces the US and China could (or would) 
deploy to the DRPK or ROK in a sustained crisis or major war. China would, however, have a 
major advantage in moving its forces, and the US would find it difficult to rapidly reinforce by 
more than one additional division. 

Figure II.11 to Figure II.13 summarize Northeast Asian armored fighting vehicles (the number 
of number of MBTs, AIFVs, AAVs, APCs, RECCE in active service).  

• Figure II.11 helps show that the DPRK has a lead in MBTs, but most are older Russian 
and Chinese models which predate the T-72s that were unable to compete effectively 
against the US M-1A1s during the first Gulf War. The DPRK’s numerical advantage is 
partially offset by the major ROK lead in tank quality provided by its K1 and K1A1 tanks.  

• Figures II.12 and II.13 show that the DPRK is less mechanized than the ROK and more 
limited in total armored maneuver strength, and that the ROK Army at least has parity in 
rotary wing attack and transport capability because of superior aircraft capability. The 
ROK Army has rough parity in the number of other armored fighting vehicles (OAFVs) 
and superior overall quality. The ROK also has a larger inventory of OAFVs if the 
holdings of other forces are included.  
In these comparisons, the distinction of “modern” vs “not modern” is made on a case -by 
-case basis taking into account issues like year of production and service history.  
It should be noted that the actual operations of the land forces on each side would be 
sharply affected by the air-land and surface-to-surface missile battles – areas where the 
quality of ISR capability and smart air munitions would have a major impact on the 
balance.  

Figure II.14 looks at Northeast Asian artillery strength. Both countries have massive numbers of 
artillery weapons. The ROK has an advantage in self-propelled artillery mobility and quality, but 
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the DPRK has a major advantage in numbers and in the ability to deploy area fire from weapons 
like multiple rocket launchers. It also has numerous sheltered and buried artillery units deployed 
near the DMZ and ROK border. This allows the DPRK to immediately threaten the ROK’s 
capital and to carry out harassing fire as a means of intimidating the population and disrupting 
the ROK economy. 
What is not clear is the extent to which the ROK has an advantage in targeting fire management 
and being able to sustain force during movement. It seems to have an advantage over most 
DPRK units, which rely heavily on massed fire because of a lack of advanced targeting, fire 
management, or artillery radar systems, but the scale of that advantage is unclear. 
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Figure II.10: IISS Estimate of Army Manpower and Equipment 
in Northeast Asia in 2016 

Army and Army Reserve Manpower (in thousands, including conscripts) 

 
Army Equipment (not including reserves) 
 

Platforms China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 
Tank 7,190 688 4,060+ 2,418+ 2,700 2,384 

Tank, light 650   560+ 

 

    

Tank, main battle 6,540 688 3,500+ 2,418+ 2,700 2,384 

Personnel Carrier 9,220 1,087 2,500+ 3,605 12,600+ 24,374 

Armored infantry fighting  
vehicle  3,950 68   370 5,400 4,559 

Armored personnel carrier  
(tracked) 4,150 226 some 2,560 3,500+ 5,000 

Armored personnel carrier  
(wheeled)  870 562 2,500 220 2,500 2,972 

Armored personnel carrier  
(protected patrol vehicle)       10   8585 

Armored recovery vehicle some 69   238 some 1,108+ 

Armored engineer vehicle        207 some 250 

Reconnaissance  250 162     1,200+ 1,900 

Artillery 13,178+ 1,790 21,100+ 11,038+ 4180+ 5,923 

Multiple rocket launcher 1872+ 99 5,100 185+ 850+ 1,205 

Self-propelled 2,280 166 
 

1353+ 1,500 969 

Towed 6,140 422   3,500+ 150 1,242 

(self-propelled/towed)     8,500       

Gun/mortar 300   some   
180+  

(80+ Self-P.,  
100 Towed) 

  

Mortar (self-propelled)   24         

Mortar (towed) 2,586 1,079     1,500   

Mortar (not classified)     7,500 6,000   2,507 

Anti-Tank 6,694+ 37+ 1,700+ 58+ 526+ 1,512+ 

  China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 

Active 1600 151 1020 495 240 409.45 

Reserve portion of 510 56.1  600 portion of 4500 portion of 2000 840.5 
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Missile (self-propelled) 924 37 some   some 1,512 

Missile (manpats) some some some some some Some 

Recoilless Launcher 3,966 some 1,700 some some   

Guns (self-propelled) 480     50     

Guns (towed) 1,308     8 526   

Rocket Launcher   some     some   

Air Defense 7,672+ 381+ 11,000+ 330+ 1,570+ 1,207+ 

Guns (self-propelled) 376 52 some 170 some   

Guns (towed) 7,000+   11,000 160 some   

Surface-to-air missile  
(self-propelled) 312 204 some some 1570+ 727 

Surface-to-air missile (towed)   126       480 

Surface-to-Air Missile 
(MANPAD) some some some some some some 

Aircraft 8 9     some 218 

Transport 8 9       157 

ISR           52 

ELINT           9 

UAV some       some 346 

Landing Craft           81 

Landing Craft Utility           45 

Helicopter 913 412   511+   4,200 

Attack 200 108   60   730 

Multirole 351     175   200 

ISR   48       44 

Transport 362 256   276+   2,899 

Search and rescue           173 

Training           154 

Missile some some 64+ some 120   

Bridge Systems  some 22   some some 60 

Mine-Clearing Vehicles  some       some some 

Radar, Land-based some     some   251 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. 
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Figure II.11: IISS Estimate of Northeast Asian Modern Main 
Battle Tanks versus Total Holdings in 2016  

 
 
Total Holdings of Main Battle Tanks 
 

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 20165. Data include both Army and Marine inventories. Figures do not include equipment 
used for training purposes. Some equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.12: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Armored 
Fighting Vehicles (Army) in 2016  

 

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures do not include equipment used for training purposes. Some equipment figures 
are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.13: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Modern 
versus Not Modern Armored Vehicles in 2016  

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Data include both Army and Marine inventories. Figures do not include equipment 
used for training purposes. Some equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.14: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Artillery 
Strength in 2016 

 

 

Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures do not include equipment used for training purposes. Some equipment figures 
are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Naval and Marine Forces  
In the past two decades, there have been significant changes in the naval military equipment and 
weaponry of Northeast Asian states, including Russia. In particular, there has been a trend 
towards more technologically advanced guided missiles and submarine-launched torpedoes. At 
the same time, the US has sharply improved its naval aircraft and their avionics and weaponry, 
cruise missile capabilities, and missile defense – including new theater missile defense 
capabilities. It has also steadily improved its submarine warfare capabilities. Its weaknesses lie in 
areas like mine warfare, and the ability to deal with “swarms” or “clusters” of smaller missile-
armed ships. 

Once again, there are major differences and limits in the data. The ROK data on the naval 
balance in 2014 in Figure II.15 make no distinction between the size and capability of naval 
surface vessels – a count that sharply understates the quality of the ROK fleet. The IISS has very 
different estimates for 2016. Figure II.16 shows relative balance of naval manpower and 
equipment strength; included are naval aviation figures that will also be included in the later air 
force section. Figure II.17 provides a comparison of Northeast Asian naval combat ships, 
Figure II.18 looks at combat ships by category, and Figure II.19 gives a comparison of regional 
submarines by capability. 

Some trends in this aspect of the balance are clear. The DPRK has a lead over the ROK in 
manning, but the DPRK is inferior in major naval surface vessel fleet strength and capability. 
The DPRK also has a major lead in patrol boats and costal combatants, amphibious vessels, 
potential mine layers, and smaller surface vessels of the kind that can be used in asymmetric 
warfare, allowing it to operate close to shore and outside the normal operating area of major US 
naval surface vessels. Only 16 of the DPRK’s 383 patrol boats and costal combatants, however, 
are reported to be armed with anti-ship missiles, and the ROK does have a relatively large naval 
coastguard, with 114 small patrol and coastal combatants. 

The DPRK has a lead in conventional submarines and small submersibles (72:12), as does China 
over Japan. The DPRK uses small submarines to infiltrate its Special Forces. Many of the 
submarines, however, are aging, and ROK and US forces have a qualitative advantage in the air 
and sea aspects of anti-submarine warfare. 

Such quantitative comparisons again have their limits. Operations by the naval forces on each 
side would be sharply affected by the air-sea, smart mine, and anti-ship missile battles – areas 
where the quality of ships and aircraft, their weaponry, air/missile defenses, ISR capability, and 
smart munitions would again have a major impact.  

 The “balance” would also be determined by joint operations, rather than sea power alone. A 
combination of ROK and US naval and air forces would probably have a decisive advantage 
over the DPRK. At the same time, Chinese air intervention could affect the balance and China is 
gradually developing a far more effective Navy; the ROK and US would also need time to defeat 
a deployed DPRK submarine force and would likely face problems in dealing with mines and 
coastal anti-ship missiles. 
Further, naval forces are only part of overall interactions involved in the air-sea and air-land 
battle(s). The interaction will be scenario-specific, shaped by new and unpredictable mixes of 
forces and tactics, the impact of intangibles like training and readiness, the role of relative ISR 
capabilities, and a host of other factors.   
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Figure II.15: ROK Estimate of Korean Naval Balance in 2014  
 

 
Source: Based on material provided from the Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.16. IISS Estimate of Total Navy Manpower and 
Equipment in Northeast Asia in 2016 

Navy and Navy Reserve Manpower (in thousands, including conscripts; figures include Naval Aviation and 
Marines) 
 

  China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 

Active 235 45.5 60 70 148 511.85 

Reserve portion of 510 1.1 portion of 600 portion of 4500 portion of 2000 135.1 
 
Naval Equipment (not including reserves) 

Platforms China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 
Aircraft Carriers 1 2     1 10 

Cruiser 0 2 0 3 6 22 

With guided missile   2   3 4 22 

Heavy nuclear-powered with 
guided missile         2   

Destroyers 19 33 0 6 18 62 

With guided missile  2 6     1 28 

With guided missile and 
helicopter platform  17 26   6 17 34 

With hanger and SAM  1     

Frigates 54 9 3 14 10 4 

With guided missile  21 6 3 8  4   

With guided missile and 
helicopter platform  33 3   6 6 4 

Aviation Frigate            
 

Submarines, Strategic 4       13 14 

Ballistic missile, nuclear-
fueled 4       13 14 

Submarines, Tactical 57 18 73 23 49 57 

Nuclear-powered, attack, with 
cruise missile         9 45 

Diesel, coastal     32+ 11     

Nuclear-powered, attack 5       18 12 

Diesel, patrol, ASW capability 51 18 20 12 22   

Diesel, with ballistic missile 1    1       

Midget     20       

Patrol and Coastal 199+ 6 383+ 116 89 57 
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Combatants 

Corvette  
(anti-ship missile & SAM) 22     36 17   

Corvette, missile         29   

Hydrofoil boat, with missile         3   

Hydrofoil boat, with torpedo         1   

Patrol boat, fast, with missile   6 17+       

Patrol craft, offshore     5       

Patrol craft, coastal 50   18       

Patrol boat, with missile         10   

Patrol Craft, with missile 28   18    21   

Patrol boat, river/roadstead           42 

Patrol craft, fast 65+       8 13 

Patrol boat, fast 34+   229 80    2 

Mine Warfare, Counter 49 27 24 9 45 11 

Mine countermeasures, 
support   4         

Mine countermeasures, ship     24       

Mine countermeasures, ocean 12           

Mine hunter, inshore         9   

Mine hunter, ocean       6 2   

Mine sweeper, coastal 16       23   

Mine sweeper, drone 6 
 

        

Mine sweeper, ocean 16 23   3 11 11 

Mine Warfare, Layer  1     1     

Missile some   some some some some 

Bombs some         some 

Logistics and Support 171 28 23 24 625 71 

Drydock Ship (AFDL)           1 

Experimental Auxiliary Ship      4 

Submersible Auxiliary 
Support Vessel      3 

Cargo Ship 11       2 
 

Cargo ship, ammunition         2   

Ballistic missile transport          3   

Submarine Tender 6   8   1 
 

Torpedo Recovery          12 
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Repair Ship         13   

Auxiliary Repair Dock (ARD)           3 

Survey Ship  8 4     72 
 

Harbor Tug       2 60 17 

Fireboat    2     42   

Barracks Ship            3 

Light fleet oilers  7       13   

Oiler         1 
 

Submarine rescue and salvage 
ship  6   1   2   

Fast Combat Support Ship   5       
 

Range Support Tender           2 

Diving Tender    
 

    91 2 

Hospital ship  8       3 
 

Icebreaker    
 

    4   

Intelligence collection ship  5   14   15   

Cable Repair Ship   1     7 
 

Medium harbor tug    
 

        

Miscellaneous Auxiliary Ship 3     1 93 
 

Submarine Auxiliary         1 
 

Submarine Auxiliary 
(Nuclear)         7 

 
Unmanned Undersea Vehicle 

(UUV)           1 

Oceanographic Research 
Vessel 4 2   17 6 6 

Fuel replenishment          5   

light oiler ship  
 

          

Salvage and Rescue Ship  5     1 14 
 

Sea-going buoy tender  4       48   

Submarine rescue ship   2         

Support    5         

Oiler Transport 32     3   
 

Auxiliary oil replenishment 
ship          3   

Training Craft 3 6     12 1 

Training Craft, Sail           1 
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Yard Patrol (Training)           25 

Tug, fleet, ocean  26 
 

    62 
 

Water transport  14       2   

Ocean Surveillance Ship           
 

Yacht   1         

Amphibious 241 11 267 212 47 1590 

Amphibious Assault Ship 
(LHD)           8 

Landing Ship Assault (LHA)           2 

Amphib. Transport Dock 
(LPD)   

    2   9 

Amphib. Assault Vehicle       166   1311 

Amphib. Command Ship 
(LCC)           2 

Landing Craft Air Cushion 
(LCAC) 5 6   5 2 80 

Landing Craft Medium 
(LCM)   

25 10 9 25 

Landing craft, tank       6     

Landing Craft Utility (LCU) 56 2     17 32 

Landing craft, vehicles and 
personnel (LCVP)     136 20     

Landing Craft Personnel 
(LCP)           108 

Landing Craft Personnel 
(LCPL)     96       

Landing craft, utility air 
cushion vehicle 12           

Dock Landing Ship (LSD)           12 

Landing ship, medium 31   10       

Landing ship, tank 16 3   4 19   

Aircraft  514+ 149   21 273 2408 

(combat capable) 346 80   16 186 1,541 

Anti-Submarine Warfare  3 80   16 27 110 

Maritime Patrol         26   

Attack         5   

Bomber 30           

Fighter 24       72   

Fighter, ground attack 254       44 1312 
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Search and rescue   6     3   

ISR 7       12 2 

ELINT/EW 7 5     4 147 

Aerial refueling tanker 3         45 

Maritime Patrol      26  

Training 106+ 30     4 612 

Transport 66 28   5 50 88 

Command & Control (C2)           16 

Airborne Early 
Warning/Control 14         76 

Tiltorotor           244 

Helicopter 103+ 131   42 185 1108 

Anti-submarine warfare 44 85   24 83 237 

Attack           156 

Mine countermeasures   11       28 

Combat Search and Rescue 6 18     56 15 

Airborne early warning 10+       2   

Multi Mission Support           271 

EW         8   

ISR   2   3   3 

Training           119 

Transport 43 15   15 36 279 

UAV some         93 

Air Defense/Missiles 72+ 0 0 0 310+ some 

SAM (self-propelled)         250 some 

SAM (manpad) some       some some 

Guns (self-propelled)         60   

Coastal defense missile 
system 72           

Tank (Marines) 73 0 0 100 250 447 

Tank, light 73           

Tank, main battle       100 250 447 

Personnel Carrier (Marines) 152 0 0 0 1300 4059 

Armored personnel carrier          300 4059 

Armored infantry fighting 
vehicle 152       1000   

Reconnaissance         60 252 
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Artillery 40+ 0 0 some 365 1506 

Artillery, gun/mortar          66   

Self-Propelled  40+       263   

Towed     
 

some   832 

Multiple rocket launcher some       36 40 

Mortar some         634 

Anti-Tank some 0 0 0 some 95+ 

Missile/Manpats some     some some some 

Self-Propelled        some some 95 

Recoilless Launcher  some           

Guns         some   

Armored Recce/Recovery 
Vic           185 

Armored Engineer Vehicle            42 

Radar, Land           23 
 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. 
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Figure II.17: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Naval 
Combat Ships in 2016 

 

 
 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Some equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in 
active service. 

China	   Japan	   DPRK	   ROK	   Russia	   US	  
Submarines,	  Tactical	  	   57	   18	   73	   23	   49	   57	  
Submarines,	  Strategic	  	   4	   13	   14	  
Patrol	  and	  Coastal	  Combatants	  	   199	   6	   383	   116	   89	   57	  
Mine	  Warfare	   50	   27	   24	   9	   45	   11	  
Frigates	   54	   9	   3	   14	   10	   4	  
Destroyers	  	   19	   33	   6	   18	   62	  
Cruisers	   2	   3	   6	   22	  
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Figure II.18: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Naval 
Combat Ships by Category in 2016 

 

 
 

Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Some equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in 
active service. 

China	   Japan	   DPRK	   ROK	   Russia	   US	  
Patrol	  and	  Coastal	  Combatants	  	   199	   6	   383	   116	   89	   57	  
Submarines	   61	   18	   73	   23	   62	   71	  
Principle	  Surface	  Combat	  Ships	   74	   46	   3	   23	   35	   98	  
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Figure II.19: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Submarines 
by Type in 2016 

 

 
 

Source: Based primarily on material in IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures do not include equipment used for training 
purposes. Some equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service.  
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Air and Air Defense Forces, and DPRK Artillery, MRLs, 
Rockets, and Missiles 

The air and conventional missile balance is the aspect of the overall balance where outside power 
projection forces can deploy most rapidly, and probably be most effective in limiting or shaping 
a conflict. US forces can surge quickly out of Japan and even from bases as far away as Guam. 
US air units can deploy across the Pacific in a matter of days, and the US Navy deploys 
significant cruise missile assets that could carry out precision strikes deep into the DPRK on 
short notice. 
China too can now rapidly project air power, and the quality of its aircraft, their weaponry, 
conventional rockets and missiles, sensors, ISR, and battle management is also steadily 
improving. Things have changed strikingly from the ground-oriented warfare of the Korean War 
in the 1950s, where “dumb” bombs sharply limited the effect of air power.  Deterrence and war 
fighting are now shaped largely by joint warfare capabilities, and air and missile power are 
shaped by factors like precision strike capability, stealth and enemy air defense suppression 
capability, and the capability to manage air-missile-land operations in joint warfare 

Fixed Wing Aircraft 
As before, the ROK data on the air balance in 2014 shown in Figure II.20 are radically less 
favorable than the IISS data for ROK. As before, the ROK does not provide an explanation the 
differences. 
Figure II.21 shows the IISS estimate of the balance in 2016 in terms of air manpower and 
equipment numbers in each country. If one looks only at the DPRK and ROK, the DPRK again 
has leads over the ROK in manning and in total aircraft). The DPRK, however, is far inferior in 
terms of aircraft quality at every level, while the ROK has a larger and more capable mix of total 
air, army, and naval attack and combat helicopters.  

The only DPRK combat aircraft that approaches a fully modern type is a force of MiG-29A/S 
fighters. In contrast, the ROK is completing a buildup of fully modern F-15K advanced modern 
fighters and also has modern F-16C/Ds. The ROK’s AH1F/J attack helicopters are superior in 
individual capability to the DPRK’s 20 Mi-24s.  

As of March 2014, South Korea agreed to purchase 40 F-35A stealth fighters and 4 Global Hawk 
reconnaissance drones, which will further enhance South Korea’s technological superiority over 
North Korean air forces. This purchase of stealth aircraft and high endurance drones will also 
impact the broader regional military balance, particularly with China, which is developing its 
own stealth aircraft drones. 
While some of the data involved are uncertain, the ROK also seems to have a sharply superior 
radar and battle management and is interoperable with US AWACs and ISR systems. These are 
key aspects of modern air warfare, as well as the ability to manage joint warfare – including 
coordinating air and missile operations with land and sea operations. 
As for other aspects of the balance, 

• Figure II.22 depicts Northeast Asian fixed wing combat aircraft by country and military 
force. It shows that both China and the US could radically alter the air balance in a matter 
of days. 
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• Figure II.23 shows the air balance by country and mission type. It indicates that the 
DPRK’s Air Force does not have the support of the kind of intelligence, AWACS-type, 
and ISR enablers that the ROK possesses and is in many ways a “1970s” air force, 
compared to those of the ROK, US, China, and Russia. 

Rotary Wing Aircraft 
The ROK again leads in terms of modern type, diversification, and the ability to support a wider 
range of missions. 

• Figure II.24 shows the total rotary wing or helicopter balance by country and service. 
This is an area where the ROK has a major lead over the DPRK. 

• Figure II.25 looks at rotary wing aircraft by country and mission type. At the same time, 
this figure highlights an aspect of US capability that often tends to be overlooked. The 
US has a large fleet of rapidly deployable modern attack helicopters, many with advanced 
anti-armor weaponry. The balance of armored weapons in the Koreas could be altered 
significantly by the deployment of US attack helicopters. 
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Figure II.20: ROK Estimate of Korean Air Force Balance in 2014 
 

 
 

Source: Based primarily on material provided from Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.21: IISS Estimate of Total Air Force Manpower and 
Equipment in Northeast Asia in 2016 

Air Force and Air Force Reserve Manpower (in thousands, including conscripts) 

  China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 

Active 398 47.1 110 65 145 319.95 

Reserve portion of 510 0.8 portion of 600 portion of 4500 portion of 2000 165.15 

 
Air Force Equipment (not including reserves) 

Platforms China Japan DPRK ROK Russia US 
Aircraft 3077+ 696 977+ 744 1,795 3,281 

(combat capable) 2,306 557 545 556 1,090 1,442 

Bomber 120   80   139 139 

Fighter 842 201 401+ 174 320 275 

Fighter, ground attack 626 147 30 314 347 868 

Command & control  5       8 4 

ELINT 4       32 22 

Search and rescue             

ISR 51 17   24 85 41 

SIGINT       4     

Airborne early warning and 
control 10 17   4 18 31 

Electronic warfare 13 3       14 

Combat Search and Rescue    
 

      22 

Attack 120   34   195 160 

Airborne command post             

Tanker 11 4     15 160 

Tanker/transport           59 

Training 950+ 245 215+ 186 204 1,128 

Transport 325+ 62 217+ 38 432 358 

Helicopter 53 46 286 49 669 129 

Attack     
 

  271+   

Multirole/EW 22   80 3 27   

Transport 31+ 15 206 30 332 62 

Combat search and rescue  
 

        67 
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Search and rescue   31   16     

Training         39   

Tilt-rotor           35 

Air Defense 16,600+  0 350+ 206 560 some 

Guns (towed) 16,000           

Surface-to-air missile (manpad) some   some     some  

Surface-to-air missile 
(static/shelter)     38       

Surface-to-air missile (self-
propelled) 300+   some  48 560   

Surface-to-air missile (towed) 300+   312+ 158     

Armored Infantry Fighting 
Vehicle 180       

 
  

Armored Personnel Carrier  4       
 

  

Artillery 
 

0 0 0 
 

0 

Towed 
 

      
 

  

Multiple rocket launcher (towed) 
 

          

Mortar 
 

      
 

  

Radar             

Air-to-Air Missile some some some some some some 

Bombs, laser/TV/INS/GPS-
Guided  some       some some 

Missile, Tactical some some some some some some 

Anti-tank         some   

UAV some   some 103+ some 339+ 

       
 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. 
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Figure II.22: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Fixed Wing 
Combat Aircraft by Branch in 2016 

 

  
 

Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures do not include equipment used for training purposes. Some 
equipment figures are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.23: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Fixed Wing 
Aircraft by Type in 2016 

 

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Data for each fixed-wing aircraft mission represents the sum of all active service 
aircraft in the Army, Navy, and Air Force inventories. Figures do not include equipment used for training purposes. Some 
equipment figures are estimates.  
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Figure II.24: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Rotary Wing 
Combat Aircraft by Force in 2016 

 

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures do not include equipment used for training purposes. Some equipment figures 
are estimates. All equipment figures represent equipment in active service. “Combat” defined as platforms designed for the 
purpose of offensive combat operations; included are Army (attack and multirole), Navy (anti-submarine warfare, attack, and 
multirole, includes Marine Aviation forces), and Air Force (multirole and attack).   
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Figure II.25: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Rotary Wing 
Aircraft by Type in 2016  

 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Data for each rotary wing aircraft mission represents the sum of all active service 
aircraft in Army, Navy (including Marine), and Air Force inventories. Figures do not include equipment used for training 
purposes. Some equipment figures are estimates.  
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Surface-to-Air Missiles and Anti-Aircraft Guns 
Land-based air defenses, along with the growing deployment of anti-missile defenses, have 
become another critical aspect of modern warfare. The ROK again has an important lead over the 
DPRK, and one that will increase sharply if the ROK and U.S. deploy theater missile defenses 
like THADD. 

• Figures II.26 and II.27 add another dimension to the air balance. They show that the 
DPRK has large surface-to-air missiles forces, but most were first deployed in the 
Vietnam era or early 1970s, and have only had limited upgrades. The ROK IHAWK 
systems are relatively modern, and the ROK has significant numbers of Patriots, which 
are fully modern air defense systems with a point defense capability against missiles. The 
DPRK, however, has much larger short-range air defenses, although most have limited 
effectiveness and many are anti-aircraft unguided guns. 

• Figure II.27 shows relative balance of surface-to-air missile (SAM) and ballistic missile 
strength, while Figure II.28 shows overall missile and bomb capacities – to the extent 
they are available in open source literature. The trends in missile defense are discussed 
later in Chapter 4. The DPRK has large, but mostly obsolete surface-to-air missile 
defenses.  

North Korea does have one of the densest air defense networks in the world, but its equipment 
primarily consists of older or less capable Soviet-designed missiles and radars – either made in 
the USSR or licensed and produced in the DPRK – developed in the 1950s-1970s. The ROK has 
smaller holdings of SAMs, but has far more modern and more capable Hawk and Patriot systems, 
compared to the DPRK’s aging SA-2, SA-3, and SA-5 systems.  

The US has been working for decades to develop ways to defeat such weapons, using radar 
jamming, anti-radar missiles, and stealth technology; the B-2 and F-22 were designed 
specifically to evade this type of defense, and B-52s could take out the DPRK’s air defense 
system by firing AGM-86 cruise missiles from beyond the range of DPRK defenses. The 
DPRK’s inventory includes the SA-2 Guideline, SA-6 Gainful, SA-3 Goa, SA-13 Gopher, SA-
16 Gimlet, SA-4 Ganef, SA-5 Gammon, and the SA-17 Gadfly.10 

The DPRK also has massive numbers of short-range man-portable air defense systems 
(MANPADS) and anti-aircraft guns. The IISS estimates that the DPRK has some 3,000 
MANPADS and 11,000 guns. These, however, are far less important than in the past, given 
stealth capabilities, and the increasingly long-range and standoff capability of precision air-
launched weapons.  
The ROK’s qualitative advantage in SAMs would more than offset the DPRK’s advantage in 
numbers. It is unclear how much the DPRK’s advantage in anti-aircraft guns and MANPADs 
really matters. Most are aging and have limited range and capability. US and ROK strike aircraft 
have effective countermeasures against most MANPADS and can use air-to-surface missiles 
from standoff ranges.  
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Figure II.26: IISS Estimate of Total Northeast Asian Air/Missile 
Defenses in 2016 

Country Major SAMs (SP/T/Static) Light SAMs (MANPAD) 

DPRK 38 S-200 (SA-5 Gammon) 
133 S-125 Pechora (SA-3 Goa) 
179+ S-75 Dvina (SA-2 Guideline) 
9K35 Strela-10 (SA-13 Gopher) 

9K310 Igla-1 (SA-16 Gimlet)  

9K32 Strela-2 (SA-7 Grail)  

9K36 Strela-3 (SA-14 Gremlin) 

ROK Chun Ma (Pegasus) 
158 MIM-23B I-HAWK 
48 Patriot PAC-2 

 

FIM-43 Redeye 
FIM-92A Stinger 
Javelin 
Mistral 
9K31 Igla-1 (SA-16 Gimlet) 

China 200 HQ-7A 
24 SA-15 Gauntlet (9K331 Tor M1) 
30 HQ-6D Red Leader 
40 HQ-16A 
18 HQ-17 
24 HD-6D 
60+ HQ-7 
32+ HQ-9 
24 HQ-12 (KS-1A) 
32 S-300PMU (SA-10B Grumble)* 
64 S-300PMU-1 (SA-20 Gargoyle) 
64 S-300PMU-2 (SA-20 Gargoyle) 
300+ HQ-2/HQ-2A/HQ-2B(A) (SA-2) 
Guideline 

HN-5A/HN-5B Hong Nu 
FN-6/QW-1/QW-2 

 

Japan 47 Type-81 Tan-SAM 
126 MTM-23B I-HAWK 
40 Type-03 Chu-Sam 
113 Type-93 Kin SAM 
120 MIM-104 Patriot 
4 Type-11 Tan-SAM 

 

Type-91 Kin-SAM/Kei SAM 

Russia 350+ 9K37/9K317 Buk (SA-11 
Gadfly/SA-17 Grizzly) 
420 9K33M3 Osa-AKM (SA-8 Gecko) 
450 9K35M3 Strela-1/Strela-10 (SA-9 
Gaskin/SA-13 Gopher) 
120+ 9K330/9K331 Tor (SA-15 
Gauntlet) 
250+ 2K22 Tunguska (SA-19 Grison) 
248 S-300PS/PM (SA-10 Grumble/SA-20 
Gargoyle) 
72 S-400 (SA-21 Growler) 
20 S-300V (SA-12 Gladiator/Giant) 

9K310 Igla-1 (SA-16 Gimlet) 
9K38 Igla (SA-18 Grouse) 
9K333 Verba 
9K388 Igla-S (SA-24 Grinch) 
9K34 Strela-3 (SA-14 Gremlin) 
9K32 Strela-2 (SA-7 Grail) 
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12 96K6 Pantsir-S1 (SA-22 Greyhound) 
150 BTR-ZD 

US 703 M998/M1097Avenger 
24 THAAD  
480 MIM-104 Patriot/PAC-2/PAC-3 
 

FIM-92/92A Stinger 

Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures represent equipment in use across service branches. All equipment figures 
represent equipment in active service. 
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Figure II.27: IISS Estimate of Total Korean and Northeast Asian 
Air/Missile Defenses in 2016 

 

 
 

Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Data include Army, Air Force, and Navy (and Marine) inventories. It should be noted 
that the exact number of these equipment types is not available for most countries; real numbers are likely much higher and 
broader. Additionally, data showed that each country contained man-portable surface to air missiles but no quantities were 
available. 
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Conventional Artillery and Surface-to-Surface Rockets and Missiles 
as a Counterbalance to Limits in Airpower 

More broadly, the data on ROK and US forces shown in this section can only hint at the 
qualitative advantages that the ROK/US side could have when the total associated weapons, 
sustainability, battle management, ISR, and C4/BM capabilities of US and ROK forces are 
considered, and that this would be particularly true if China stood aside from the conflict. The 
role of external players is critical in any engagement scenario, and relative force quality could 
easily be far more decisive than force numbers. 
As has been discussed earlier, the potential DPRK counterbalance to ROK and US advantages in 
airpower would be the use of longer-range artillery, rockets, and shorter-range ballistic missiles 
as a substitute for air power.  

The DPRK’s longer-range tube artillery includes 130mm M-1975/M-1981/M-1991 (27+ 
kilometers), 152mm M-1974/M-1977 (12.5 kilometers), 170mm M-1978/M-1989 self-propelled 
weapons (60 kilometers with a rocket assisted projectile), and 122mm D-30/D-74/M-1931/37 
(15.4 kilometers), 130mm M-46 (27+ kilometers), and 152mm M-1937/M-1938/M-1943 towed 
weapons (12.5 kilometers). 
The IISS also estimated that the DPRK had 5,100 107mm, 122mm and 240mm multiple rocket 
launchers in 2014. Its 107mm multiple rocket launchers had a maximum range of 11 kilometers, 
its 122mm multiple rocket launchers had a maximum range of 20 kilometers, and its 240mm 
multiple rocket launchers had a maximum range of 35 kilometers. In 2014, North Korea fired its 
new KN-09 300mm missiles in test firings. According the North Korean state media, the KN-09 
could fire GLONASS guided missiles. In a June 2014 test, the missiles flew about 180-190km 
before landing.11 

Global Security reports that,12  
South Korean security analyst suggested that DPRK artillery pieces of calibers 170mm and 240mm “could 
fire 10,000 rounds per minute to Seoul and its environs…North Korea has about 5,000 long-range artillery 
tubes within range of Seoul, and the total rate of fire of these artillery pieces would be between 2,000 and 
4,000 rounds per minute. The DPRK’s two hundred 240mm MRLs fire either 12 or 22 rounds, providing a 
maximum single salvo of no more than 4,400 rounds… These launchers can fire a first strike of many 
thousands of missiles and return in a few minutes to protected caves or to alternate firing positions. The 
MRLs move out from underground facilities (UGFs), fire from preplanned firing positions, and return to 
the UGFs. Examination of the available data on the UGF sites suggests that a number of possible “exit and 
return” methods for the MRLs may be possible. In this case, the launchers move directly from the firing 
points to the UGFs. This procedure makes it difficult to target the launchers, because once they fire it only 
takes 75 seconds to return to their UGFs... 

The IISS estimated that the DPRK had 24 fire units for longer-range rockets and missiles. These 
forces included units with FROG-3/FROG-5/FROG-7; 30+ Scud-B/Scud-C (200+ missiles), and 
10 Nodong (90+ missiles). Some of its Musudan IRBMs may be nearing operational status, and 
it has KN-08s in development.  
It is not clear that these systems have a precision strike capability, but they may well have cluster 
or submunition warheads as well as chemical and possibly biological warheads. Nuclear 
warheads are almost certainly under development. The FROG has a nominal maximum range of 
70-90 kilometers with 390-500 kilogram warheads and a CEP of 500-700 meters.  
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The Scud B has a nominal maximum range of 270 kilometers with 985 kilogram conventional 
warheads and a CEP of 500-700 meters. The Scud-C has a nominal maximum range of 900 
kilometers with 600 kilogram conventional warheads and a CEP of 500-1,100 meters. No Scud-
Ds – which have early terminal guidance systems – were reported in the DPRK inventory.  

The Nodong has a nominal maximum range of 900 kilometers with a nominal 1,000 kilogram 
conventional warhead and a CEP worse than 1,500 meters. The Musudan IRBM has a nominal 
maximum range of 2,500-4,000 kilometers with a 1,000-1,250 kilogram warhead and a CEP of 
1,300-2,300 meters. The status of the KN-08 and Taepodong-2 ICBMs is uncertain and no clear 
date exists for a KN-08 operational status. The Nodong, Musudan, and KN-08 are long-range 
systems that are likely to be equipped solely with nuclear warheads. 

It is possible that the DPRK might escalate to using chemical warheads, believing that the ROK 
and US response would be limited by a lack of chemical weapons and reluctance to escalate to 
even low-yield tactical nuclear warheads.  
These missile and CBRN forces will be discussed in more detail later in this report. 

 

Figure II.28: Northeast Asian Missile and Bomb Capabilities 
 

Country Missiles Bombs 

DPRK 24 FROG-3/FROG-5/FROG-7 

6+ Hwasong-13 (KN-08) (reported 
operational) 

Musudan 

~10 Nodong 

30+ Scud-B/Scud-C 

HY-1 (CSS-N-2) 

KN-01 (in development) 

Kh-23 (AS-7 Kerry) 

Kh-25 (AS-10 Karen) 

R-3 (AA-2 Atoll) 

R-60 (AA-8 Aphid) 

R-73 (AA-11 Archer) 

PL-5 

PL-7 

R-23/24 (AA-7 Apex) 

R-27R/ER (AA-10 A/C Alamo) 

 

ROK 30 Hyunmu I/IIA/IIB 

Hyonmu III 

RGM-84A Harpoon  

AGM-84 Harpoon 
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AGM-130 

AGM-142 Popeye 

AGM-88 HARM 

AGM-65A Maverick 

AGM-84-H SLAM-ER 

AIM-9/9X Sidewinder 

AIM-7 Sparrow 

AIM-120B/C5 AMRAAM 

China HY-1 (CSS-N-2) Silkworm 

HY-2 (CSS-C-3) Seersucker 

HY-4 (CSS-C-7) Sadsack 

YJ-62 

AKD-8 

AKD-9 

AKD-10 

YJ-61 

YJ-8K 

72 YJ-62  

YJ(KD)-63 

YJ-83K 

YJ-91 (Kh-31P variant) 

KD-10 

KD-88 

Kh-29 (AS-14 Kedge) 

Kh-31A/P (AS-17 Krypton) 

Kh-59 (AS-18 Kazoo) 

PL-2B 

PL-5 

PL-5B/C 

PL-8 

PL-9 

PL-11 

PL-12 

R-27 (AA-10 Alamo)  

R-73 (AA-11 Archer) 

R-77 (AA-12 Adder) 

Type-200-4/Type-200A 

LS-500J 

KAB-500KR 

KAB-1500KR 
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CJ-10/CJ-20 (reported) 

 

Japan 86 Type-88 

2 Type-12 

ASM-1 (Type-80) 

ASM-2 (Type-93) 

AAM-3 (Type-90) 

AAM-4 (Type-99) 

AAM-5 (Type-04) 

AIM-7 Sparrow 

AIM-9 Sidewinder 

 

Russia 212 9K79 Tochka (SS-21 Scarab) 

50 9K720 Iskander-M (SS-26 Stone)  

K-29 (AS-14 Kedge) 

K-37M (AA-X-13 Axehead) 

Kh-15P (AS-16 Kickback) 

Kh-22/32 (AS-4 Kitchen) 

Kh-25 (AS-10 Karen) 

Kh-25MP (AS-12 Kegler) 

Kh-31A/AM (AS-17B Krypton) 

Kh-31P/PM (AS-17A Krypton) 

Kh-55/55SM (AS-15A/B Kent) 

Kh-555 (AS-15C Kent) 

Kh-58 (AS-11 Kilter) 

Kh-59/Kh-59M (AS-13 Kingbolt/AS-18 
Kazoo) 

Kh-101 

Kh-102 

24 3K60 Bal (SSC-6 Sennight) 

12 K-300P Bastion (SSC-5 Stooge) 

4K44 Redut (SS-C-1 Sepal) 

4K51 Rebuzh (SS-C-3 Styx) 

R-27R/ER (AA-10A/C Alamo) 

R-27T/ET (AA-10B/D Alamo) 

R-27P/EP (AA-10 Alamo E/F) 

R-33/33S (AA-9 Amos A/B) 

R-60 /R-60T (AA-8 Aphid) 

KAB-500 

KAB-1500L 

KAB-500KR 

KAB-1500KR 

KAB-500OD 

UPAB 1500 
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R-73 (AA-11 Archer) 

R-77/R-77-1 (A-12 Adder) 

US AIM-9 Sidewinder 

AIM-9X Sidewinder II 

AIM-7 Sparrow 

AIM-120/120B/C AMRAAM 

AGM-65A/B/D/E/F/G Maverick 

AGM-114B/K/M Hellfire 

AGM-84E SLAM/SLAM-ER LACM 

AGM-154A JSOW 

AGM-176 Griffin 

AGM-86B/C/D LACM 

AG-130A 

AGM-158 JASSM 

AGM-84/84D Harpoon 

AGM-119A Penguin 3 

AGM-88/88A/B HARM 

MALD/MALD-J 

BLU-109/Mk 84 

BLU-110/Mk 83 

BLU-111/Mk 82 

BLU-117/Mk 84 

Mk 46 

Mk 50 

Mk 54 

CBU-59 

CBU-99 

Paveway II (GBU-10/12/16) 

Paveway III (GBU-24) 

JDAM (GBU-31/32/38) 

GBU-15 

GBU-39B 

GBU-43B 

Laser JDAM (GBU-54) 

GBU-57A/B 

Enhanced Paveway II 

Enhanced Paveway III 
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016. Figures represent equipment in use across service branches. All equipment figures 
represent equipment in active service.  

 

Paramilitary Forces 
The DPRK has massive paramilitary forces compared to the ROK, and Figure II.29 portrays the 
balance of paramilitary strength. These forces are primarily instruments of regime control over 
the North’s population, and this aspect of the balance is unlikely to affect any DPRK attack on 
the ROK.  
The DPRK already has larger ground forces than it can support in any offensive. However, the 
situation could be different in the case of any ROK or ROK/US counteroffensive into the DPRK. 
Depending on the loyalty of such forces, they could put up significant local resistance both 
during a counteroffensive and in the rear of any ROK or ROK/US advance.  
The US does not have paramilitary forces, so the US is not included. China and Russia have far 
larger paramilitary forces than the Koreas – unsurprising given their significantly larger 
demographic and geographic sizes. It is unlikely, however, that either country would use such 
forces in any conflict in the Koreas. 
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Figure II.29: IISS Estimate of Total Paramilitary Manpower and 
Equipment in Northeast Asia in 2016 13 

 
Paramilitary Manpower (in thousands, including conscripts) 

China Japan DPRK ROK Russia 

660+ 12.65 189 4.5 489 
 
Paramilitary Equipment 

Equipment China Japan DPRK ROK Russia 
Armored infantry fighting 
vehicle / personnel carrier 0  0   0  0 1000 

Artillery 0 0 0 0 90 

Frigates          3 

Patrol and Coastal 
Combatants 387+ 395+ 0 54 290 

Patrol vessel, offshore 36+ 28   4 4 

Patrol craft, offshore 63+ 28   16 18 

Patrol Craft with SAM         46 

Patrol Boat 246+ 252+   9 45 

Patrol boat (fast) 
 

47     137 

Patrol Boat, Riverine         25 

Patrol craft, coastal  22+ 26   24 13 

Patrol vessel, offshore with 
hanger 20 14   1   

Patrol hydrofoil with 
torpedo         2 

Logistics and Support 47 37 0 30+ 42 

Command Ship 5     

Sea-going buoy tender  16 1       

Survey ship 1  12     2 

Yard Craft, Miscellaneous   5       

Aux. Vessel 5    1 

Torpedo recovery vessel   3       

Fireboat   9       

Oceanographic Research 
Vessel 13     

Salvage and rescue ship       30+   

Icebreaker         5 
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Cargo ship         8 

Stores Ship (Light)   7     6 

Oiler         2 

Tug, fleet, ocean-going 7        18 

Amphibious (LC/LCAC - 
patrol) 7       7 

Aircraft 0 25 0 6 86 

ISR   2   
 

  

Maritime Patrol  2  5  

Transport   21   1 86 

Helicopters 0 48 0 15 200 

Multirole   7   7   

Search and Rescue  1    

Transport   40   8   
Source: IISS, The Military Balance 2016.  
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DPRK 
The DPRK’s constant emphasis on regime security, building up its military forces, using these 
forces to make military threats and carry out politically driven low level attacks, and creating 
growing missile and nuclear capabilities have all combined to drive the shape of Korean balance 
and have done so for decades. The DPRK not only is a militarized state, it has made military 
confrontation the primary reason for its existence.  
While it is possible that the DPRK’s leader could reform the state and focus on the economy and 
the needs of his people, he could only do so by depriving the regime of its rationale for 
authoritarian control and the use of so much of its economy to maintain its military forces. The 
DPRK would then emerge as a fifth-class economy and state little able to compete in a Northeast 
Asia where economic development has long been the key test of success for North Korea’s 
neighbors – all of which have vastly outpaced the DPRK. 

Leadership and Command and Control 
North Korea is a hereditary and hierarchical dictatorship dominated by a supreme leader and 
those he personally depends upon for political power, regardless of the DPRK’s formal 
command structure. This makes it difficult to assess the effectiveness and structure of its 
C4I/BM and ISR systems, but some aspects of its formal command structure are relatively clear. 
South Korean analysis indicates that the primary DPRK military organs include the National 
Defense Commission (NDC), the Central Military Commission (CMC), the Ministry of People’s 
Armed Forces (MPAF), the General Staff Department (GSD), and the General Political Bureau 
(GPB).14 This structure in shown in Figure II.30.  
The following ROK commentary dates back to 2012. It provides a more in-depth description of 
these organizations’ development and roles, but one that predates many of the steps that Kim 
Jong-un has taken to change the command structure since 2012 and bring it more closely under 
his control. :15 

Among them, the NDC was established along with the adoption of the socialist constitution in 1972. In 
1992, it became the supreme guiding organ of the armed forces when the constitution was revised to build 
institutional support for Kim Jong-il’s military control. To reinforce NDC functions, further amendments 
followed which authorized the management of overall national defense (1998) and promoted its status as 
the supreme guiding organ of national defense (2009).  

The Chairman of the NDC takes command of all activities of North Korea’s armed forces and national 
defense projects. While the GPB oversees the WPK’s organization and other political and ideological 
projects, the GSD commands military operations, and the MPAF represents the military at home and 
abroad. The MPAF came into being when the regime was established in 1948 to take charge of military-
related foreign affairs, industry, finance and other administrative works, but the constitutional revision in 
1998 relocated the MPAF under the direct guidance and command of the NDC. At present, Kim Jong-un is 
known to have assumed the positions of Supreme Commander of the KPA, Chairman of the CMC, First 
Chairman of the NDC. This empowers the young ruler to command and oversee all military forces in North 
Korea, in addition to exercising administrative and power over them.  

In December 1962, the 5th session of the 4th Central Committee adopted the Four-point Military Guideline 
proposed by Kim Il-sung. To implement the guideline, a military commission was newly established under 
the Central Committee, which was renamed the Central Military Commission (CMC) in November 1982. 
The CMC oversees the discussions and decisions of military policies and their implementation, reinforces 
the armed forces including the KPA, conducts the organization and supervision of projects promoting the 
munitions industry, and exercises military command. In the meantime, the GPB takes charge of political 
tasks of the WPK within the KPA with similar authority as other organs under the Central Committee, and 
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this in effect enables the WPK to tighten its grip over the military. Party officials are also assigned to each 
and every military unit, so that they may guide and direct all works of the armed forces to comply with 
WPK lines and policies.  

As was discussed in Chapter I, Kim Jong-un is the General Secretary of the Korean Workers 
Party (KWP) and the CMC, First Chairman of the NDC, and Supreme Commander of the KPA. 
The main channel for command and control of the KPA starts at the NDC and goes to the GSD, 
from which command and control extend to each military branch and 25 known bureaus that 
have various amounts of control over the operational units. The Ministry of People’s Armed 
Forces has the authority to administer military affairs – which includes representing the military 
externally and undertaking internal work like military logistics, finance, and diplomacy.16  
There are two additional paths of command and control to make sure that the KPA remains under 
tight political control – one through the KWP’s Central Committee (to the NDC’s General 
Political Bureau, which supervises indoctrination programs and the Workers’ Party organizations 
that are part of the KPA, then down through the KPA to the lower levels), and the second 
through the NDC (to the Ministry of State Security as well as the Security Command, which also 
has representatives throughout the KPA structure). 17 

The US DOD issued its first unclassified report on the DPRK’s military forces in May 2013. 
This report too is dated relate to the decisions that Kim Jong-un has made since that time, but the 
report notes that,18 

The DPRK National Defense Commission (NDC) is the symbolic nominal authority over the North’s 
military and security services. The Ministry of Peoples Armed Forces (MPAF) is the administrative 
superior of the KPA, while operational command and control is exercised by its subordinate General Staff 
Department. The 1992 constitution shifted control from the president to the NDC and Kim Jong Il directly 
exercised control of the military as chairman of the NDC, and Supreme Commander of the KPA.  

Kim Jong Un was made the supreme commander of the KPA shortly after his father’s death and named to 
the newly created position of “first chairman” of the NDC in April 2012, when Kim Jong Il was made 
“eternal chairman” of the NDC. In the same month, Kim Jong Un was named first secretary of the Korean 
Worker’s Party, after his father was made “eternal general secretary” of the KWP. At the same time, Kim 
Jong Un also became the chairman of the Central Military Commission of the KWP, having previously 
been one of two vice chairmen.  

…North Korea’s nationwide fiber optic network is available to every sector of society, and North Korea 
has invested in a modern nationwide cellular network. Telecommunication services and access are strictly 
controlled, and all networks are available for military use, if necessary. 

Beginning with the elimination of his uncle Chang Song-taek in 2013, Kim Jung-un has 
attempted to purge certain military leaders and replace them with his own supporters. As the 
2016 Jane’s reports: 

Since December of 2014 Kim Jong-un and his close aides have continued to dismiss and appoint numerous 
senior military commanders, including leaders of the North's naval and air forces, the head of military 
operations, the head of the artillery command, a commanding officer of a special operations forces unit, and 
all but two of the vice chiefs of the KPA General Staff. Some of the senior positions effected have been 
changed multiple times. The net effect is that the senior military leadership remains in flux and is 
significantly focused upon individual survival. 

These purges have resulted in the replacement of some 80% of corps commanders.19 

Along with these changes, Kim has sought to reform the command structure of the armed forces 
as well. As noted in the 2015 DOD report:20 
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North Korea’s National Defense Commission (NDC) is the official authority over the North’s military and 
security services. The Ministry of People’s Armed Forces (MPAF) is the administrative superior of the 
KPA, while operational command and control is exercised by the General Staff Department. The 1992 
constitution gives control of North Korea’s military to the NDC, and Kim Jong Un exercises control of the 
military as “First Chairman” of the NDC and “Supreme Commander” of the KPA. Kim Jong Un further 
exercises control as “First Secretary” of the Korean Worker’s Party (KWP) and “Chairman” of the KWP’s 
Central Military Commission. 

The 2016 IHS Jane’s report summarizes these developments as follows:21 
Kim Jong-un exercises supreme authority in North Korea as first secretary of the WPK, supreme 
commander of the KPA, and first chairman of the NDC. Since becoming leader of North Korea, Kim Jong-
un has replaced or reassigned a large number of senior party and military officials, placing younger 
officials more closely associated with him in key assignments. Kim's execution of his powerful uncle 
Chang Song-taek in December 2013 eliminated the most influential senior party official remaining from his 
father's era and sent a strong message to the regime's power-holding elites that the formation of factions or 
potential challenges to Kim Jong-un will not be tolerated. The primary path for C2 of the KPA extends 
from the NDC to the General Staff Department. From here, as a unified armed force, C2 flows to the 
Korean People's Navy Command, Korean People's Air and Anti-Air Command, various bureaus, and 
operational units. The NDC is the highest guiding organ of national defence and it establishes all important 
national policies and oversees the defence policy. The MPAF is the agency that exercises "the authority to 
administer military affairs including military diplomacy, logistics and military finance, and to represent the 
military externally". Two secondary paths exist to ensure political control of the KPA. The first extends 
through the WPK Central Committee to the Central Military Commission (CMC) and onto the General 
Political Bureau subordinate to the NDC. The CMC "discusses and decides on measures to implement the 
Party's military line and policies" and "provides overall Party guidance for national defence." The General 
Political Bureau is responsible for Party organization and ideological education in the military. From the 
General Political Bureau it extends down via a separate chain of command to the lowest levels of the KPA. 
The second extends from the NDC to the Ministry of State Security and the Security Command that also 
maintains representatives to the lowest levels of the KPA. 

With these and other reforms, Kim appears to have taken steps to reduce the predominance of 
military leaders in political decision-making. He has purged or removed senior commanders 
from his father’s time, and has worked to elevate the importance of the Worker’s Party instead, 
as evidenced by political theater in the form of a rare Party congress and a change in propaganda 
focus.22  
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Figure II.30: ROK Diagram of DPRK Force Organization 
 

 
Source: Republic of Korea, Ministry of Defense, 2014 Defense White Paper, 30. 

 

Force Size and Structure 
 The report the US DOD issued on the DPRK’s military forces in 2015 described the DPRK’s 
ground forces as follows:23  

The Korean People’s Army (KPA) — a large, ground force-centric organization comprising ground, air, 
naval, missile, and SOF — has over one million soldiers in its ranks, making it the fourth largest military in 
the world. Four to five percent of North Korea’s 24 million people serve on active duty, and another 25 to 
30 percent are assigned to a reserve or paramilitary unit and would be subject to wartime mobilization. 
With approximately 70 percent of its ground forces and 50 percent of its air and naval forces deployed 
within 100 kilometers of the DMZ, the KPA poses a continuous threat to the ROK and U.S. forces 
stationed there. The general disposition of the KPA has not changed in the last two years. 

The KPA primarily fields legacy equipment, either produced in or based on designs from the Soviet Union 
and China dating back to the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. Although a few weapons systems are based on 
modern technology, the KPA has not kept pace with regional military capability developments. The KPA 
has not acquired new fighter aircraft in decades, relies on older air defense systems, lacks ballistic missile 
defense, its Navy does not train for blue water operations, and recently unveiled artillery systems include 
tractor-towed rocket launchers while most other countries are improving the mobility of such systems. 

Kim Jong Un seems to prioritize the development of new weapons systems, as demonstrated by his 
numerous appearances with military units and research and development organizations. He has personally 
overseen land- and sea-based ballistic missile and anti-ship cruise missile testing activity in 2014 and 2015. 
He has also overseen events designed to demonstrate the proficiency of his conventional military forces. 

The DOD map of the deployment of DPRK ground forces is shown in Figure II.31. Unclassified 
estimates of the DPRK forces differ in detail. The DOD estimates DPRK ground forces as 
having a total strength of approximately 950,000 personnel, 4,200 tanks, 2,200 other armored 
vehicles, 8,600 artillery weapons, and 5,500 multiple rocket launchers (MRLs).24  

The IISS Military Balance for 2016 estimates DPRK ground forces as having a total strength of 
approximately 1,190,000 personnel, 3,500 main battle tanks, 2,500 armored vehicles, 8,500+ 
artillery weapons, and 5,100 multiple rocket launchers (MRLs).25 The differences are probably 
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as much a matter of counting rules and real differences in underlying estimates, but illustrate the 
problems in making direct numerical comparisons of the balance. 

The IISS estimates for 2016 report that the DPRK army is a 12-corps force with two mechanized 
corps, nine infantry corps, and a capital defense corps. Its armored forces include one armored 
division, 15 armored brigades, and four mechanized divisions. The bulk of its forces are still 
infantry – 27 divisions and 14 brigades.  

Jane’s provides a somewhat different estimate of the structure of DPRK ground forces as follows; 
there are more striking differences in the IISS and Jane’s estimates of DPRK Special Forces, 
which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.26 

16 Corps-level formations 

o 10 infantry corps 
o 2 mechanized corps 

o 1 Pyongyang Defence Command 
o Air Defence Command 

o 11th Storm Corps (previously the Light Infantry Training Guidance Bureau) 
o The Strategic Force 

o 173 combat divisions and brigades 
A number of specialized units that are under the General Staff Department bureaus, as well as 
special operations personnel (part of the internal security and intelligence agencies), are also part 
of the ground forces.27 

Starting in 2000, the KPA has initiated many organizational changes in the ground forces to 
increase offensive capabilities as well as to adapt to changing economic conditions (such as the 
lack of fuel). Examples of these changes include reorganizing some mechanized brigades and 
light infantry brigades, expanding some light infantry battalions along the DMZ to regiment size, 
enlarging light infantry regiments to brigades, and equipping some light infantry with bicycles to 
increase mountain-terrain mobility.28  

A Jane’s 2016 analysis of these changes – which seems to differ from the limited data on unit 
structure provide by the IISS – indicates that,29 

Beginning in 2000, but more significantly from 2003 to the present, the KPA has undertaken a number of 
significant organisational changes within its ground forces units. Some of the more significant changes 
have included the expansion of existing division-level light infantry battalions within the DMZ corps to 
regiments, and the reorganisation of seven infantry or mechanized infantry divisions (each division consists 
of approximately 7,000 troops for a total of approximately 50,000 troops) into light infantry divisions. 
These later organisational developments were apparently achieved by stripping these divisions of the 
majority of their combat and combat support units (for example, artillery, armour, air defence, and so on). 
Accompanying these organisational developments was the expansion of urban, night-time, and 
mountaineering training for all special operations units. It is believed that the KPA undertook these changes 
following a strategic review of a future conflict on the Korean Peninsula, combined with lessons learned 
from the recent conflicts in the Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan, which convinced the KPA of the need for a 
greater number of 'light' units. This is possibly one of the most interesting developments in KPA 
conventional forces in the past 20 years. Additionally, some light infantry battalions within divisions 
deployed along the DMZ were expanded to regiment size. 
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The DOD map of the deployment of DPRK air forces is also shown in Figure II.32. The DOD 
estimates the DPRK Air Force as having a total strength of approximately 110,000 personnel, 
800+ combat aircraft, 300 helicopters, and 300+ transport aircraft.30 The IISS Military Balance 
for 2016 estimates DPRK air forces as having a total strength of approximately 110,000 
personnel, 545combat capable aircraft, 286 helicopters, and 217 transport aircraft.31 
The DOD described the DPRK’s air forces as follows:32 

The Air Force is primarily responsible for defending North Korean air space. Its other missions include 
special operations forces insertion, transportation and logistics support, reconnaissance, and bombing and 
tactical air support for KPA ground forces. However, due to the technological inferiority of most of its 
aircraft fleet and rigid air defense command and control structure, much of North Korea’s air defense is 
provided by surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and anti-aircraft artillery (AAA).  

The NKAF’s most capable combat aircraft are its MiG-29 and MiG-23 fighters and its SU-25 ground-
attack aircraft. However, the majority of aircraft are less capable MiG-15s, -17s, -19s (F-6), and -21s. The 
NKAF operates a large fleet of AN-2 COLT aircraft, 1940s vintage single-engine, 10-passenger, bi-planes, 
which are likely tasked with inserting SOF into the ROK. The air force is rounded out with several hundred 
helicopters, predominantly Mi-2/HOPLITE and U.S.-made MD-500 helicopters (obtained by 
circumventing U.S. export controls in 1985). The rotary-wing fleet is used both for troop transport and 
ground attack.  

North Korea possesses a dense, overlapping air defense system of SA-2/3/5 SAM sites, mobile and fixed 
AAA, and numerous man-portable air-defense systems (MANPADS), like the SA-7. 

The DOD map of the deployment of DPRK naval forces is shown in Figure II.33. It described 
the DPRK’s naval forces are as follows:33 

The North Korean Navy (NKN), the smallest of the KPA’s three main services. This coastal force is 
composed primarily of aging, though numerous, small patrol craft that employ a variety of anti-ship cruise 
missiles, torpedoes, and guns. The NKN maintains one of the world’s largest submarine forces, with around 
70 attack-, coastal, and midget-type submarines. In addition, the NKN operates a large fleet of air-
cushioned (hovercraft) and conventional landing craft to support amphibious operations and SOF insertion. 
The force is divided into East and West Coast Fleets, which each operate a range of patrol craft, guided-
missile patrol boats, submarines, and landing craft. 

Unclassified estimates of these DPRK forces again differ in detail. The DOD estimates the 
DPRK Navy as having a total strength of 60,000 personnel, 70 submarines, 430 patrol 
combatants, 260 amphibious ships and landing craft, 20 mine warfare vessels, and 40 
support/auxiliary vessels. 34 The IISS estimates the DPRK Navy as having a total strength of 
60,000 personnel, 70 submarines, 383 patrol combatants, 267 amphibious landing craft, 24 mine 
warfare vessels, and 23 support/auxiliary vessels.35 According to IHS Jane’s, compared to other 
naval assets in the DPRK Navy, the submarine force has a higher state of readiness.36 
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Figure II.31: Deployment of DPRK Ground Forces in 2015 
 

 

 
Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea, 2015, Department of Defense, February 2016, 16.  
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Figure II.32: Deployment of DPRK Air Forces in 2015 
 

 

 
Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea, 2015, 17. 
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Figure II.33: Deployment of DPRK Naval Forces in 2015 
 

 

 
Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea, 2015, 18. 
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Potential Invasion Scenarios and Capacities 
There is surprisingly little data on the full scope of DPRK military exercises and plans, and 
particularly on how well the DPRK trains and plans to use its large Special Forces and other 
“asymmetric” force elements either independently or in concert with its more “conventional” 
armored, mechanized, and infantry forces. There is also surprisingly little unclassified 
transparency in the official white papers and command statements of the US, ROK or Japan on 
either the readiness and capability of DPRK forces in given scenarios or in net assessment terms 
relative to the ROK and US.  

As noted earlier, both US Department of Defense and IISS analyses indicates that the actual 
capabilities of DPRK forces do not match its numbers.37 Approximately one-half of the DPRK’s 
major weapons were designed in the 1960s, with the other half even older. The issues of fuel, 
maintenance, and lack of spare parts would decrease equipment capabilities even further. 
Compared to Soviet-era systems (i.e., the type deployed by the DPRK), modern weapons are 
usually two- to four-times as effective.38 

The DPRK still uses a Soviet-style military doctrine that discourages initiative and flexibility, 
focusing on high-level decision-making and scripted plans. It is therefore unlikely that mid-level 
officers are very capable. While the DPRK has tried to improve training in the past decade, the 
faltering economy and shortages have limited the actual implementation of these plans. The 
years of indoctrination and party control have likely resulted in highly loyal troops and officers, 
while the physical deprivation undergone by many in the DPRK has also likely led to the 
resilience and physical toughness of the military. Therefore, while it is doubtful that the DPRK 
military would collapse or revolt, years of maltreatment and malnutrition may have affected 
morale to some extent.39  

A 2013 IISS study, The Conventional Military Balance on the Korean Peninsula, assessed the 
potential DPRK threat to the ROK/USFK in an invasion scenario that illustrates many of the key 
issues involved. As has been raised several times earlier in the analysis, the IISS study found that 
the terrain of the Korean Peninsula – and the DMZ – makes any large invasion, especially of 
heavy armor, difficult to undertake. Manmade barriers (i.e., mines and bridge demolitions) as 
well as natural obstacles (i.e., marshes and rivers), when combined with air counterattacks, 
would be able to significantly reduce DPRK invasion force strength in a short time.40  
Even if an attack occurred in winter, when the rice fields are frozen and thus can be used as roads, 
the IISS noted that several rivers would need to be crossed in order to reach Seoul, all in the face 
of US-ROK air, antitank, and artillery counterattacks.41 Anyone who has experience with Korean 
winters also understands how cold and challenging they can be in some areas and the problems 
they can present in supplying and sustaining maneuver forces. 

For reasons that have been discussed earlier, the IISS study found that US and ROK tanks are 
better and more protected than DPRK tanks and should prevail in any altercation. They also have 
all-weather and day-night capabilities that provide further advantages. Ground radars and 
infrared detection systems, along with reconnaissance satellites and aircraft, can allow the US 
and ROK to detect any groupings of armored vehicles in order to counterattack more quickly and 
effectively.42 

The IISS and many other analysts have also argued that any DPRK surprise attack on the ROK 
could succeed in capturing Seoul. In a potential conflict, the DPRK could initially heavily 
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bombard Seoul, using artillery in fortified positions near the DMZ. The artillery could open 
corridors while limiting ROK-US defensive reactions, and DPRK armored forces could push 
through to Seoul before any strong US-ROK counteraction could be mounted.  
While the DPRK could inflict significant damage and casualties, the DPRK’s capabilities would 
be reduced by US-ROK air strikes and counter-battery fire. Some analysts also assume the 
DPRK Air Force could also undertake substantial surprise attacks against civilian and military 
targets. If Seoul was lost, US military planners assessed that four to five carrier battle groups, 10 
air force wings, and six ground combat divisions (including army and marine units) would be 
necessary to recapture the city.43 
The IISS study notes that Naval and Special Forces could have an impact in a military 
provocation. Although the DPRK’s obsolete submarines have limited capabilities, they could be 
effective in delivering Special Forces or mining the coast. Special Forces would have a limited 
ability to disrupt ROK-US defenses, though they could use chemical and biological weapons in 
cities and military areas to significant effect. Along with the DPRK’s missile and torpedo vessels 
– which are also obsolete – the US and ROK would need to neutralize these assets before US 
ships could use ports for the delivery of reinforcements.44 

Many US and ROK experts broadly echo the IISS’s analysis of the limits to the DPRK’s forces, 
and share its focus on the most challenging scenarios for a DPRK attack in the DMZ area and 
Seoul, and the risk of a deeper invasion. 
The IISS analysis, does, however, present a ground-force oriented perspective. It  describes real-
world possibilities, but -- by focusing on ground forces --it may sharply underestimate the 
ROK’s ability to detect and respond to any DPRK preparation for an attack to seize Seoul or 
invade deeply into the ROK, that modern ROK and US strike fighters might be far more 
effective against DPRK armor, and that the coercive power of US and ROK strikes deep into the 
DPRK, that attacked its already fragile critical infrastructure and economy, would equal or 
surpass DPRK capability to coerce the ROK. 

Many current analyses conclude US-ROK air superiority would soon be established and 
airpower could be far more effective against armor than in the past, along with systems like the 
MLRS and “smart” anti-armor cluster munitions. The IISS study estimated that the US and ROK 
could be able to “destroy several hundred North Korean armored vehicles per day,” and a fight 
for Seoul that involved modern precision weapons, ISR systems, and urban warfare tactics might 
make it hard for the DPRK to seize the city – as distinguished from making it a major 
battleground.45  
A combination of US cruise missiles and stealth aircraft could also strike critical infrastructure 
and leadership targets deep in the DPRK. However, the DPRK’s large chemical – and potentially 
biological – weapons stores, discussed further in Chapter 8, would be a significant threat with or 
without such strikes, and could be delivered through aerial bombs, short-range missiles, or 
artillery shells.46 

US military plans are shifting away from a major deployment of US ground forces – both 
because of the limits to such a buildup in terms of time and the current size of US ground forces 
– towards support of the ROK with air- and sea-based strike assets. While the US could build up 
from one forward-deployed to two light to medium divisions relatively quickly, it can build up 
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sea- and land-based air and cruise missile power far more quickly, along with stealth bombers, F-
22 fighters, and perhaps soon, a large inventory of F-35 stealth strike fighters.  

Moreover, as the previous force structure comparisons have shown, the ROK Army is no longer 
dependent on US ground power. The ROK would face major problems if the DPRK achieved 
strategic surprise or if the ROK’s leaders failed to react to the warning signals that the DPRK 
was actually acting upon its rhetoric by properly mobilizing and deploying ROK ground and air 
forces, but the ROK military today is a very different force from the largely hollow force that 
existed at the time of the Korean War. 

Accordingly, there is a clear need for more open ROK and US official, realistic discussions of 
the “conventional” balance, a justification of military plans based on a net assessment of 
deterrent and war fighting capabilities, and a clear discussion of the changes taking place in US 
strategy and how they relate to ROK military plans and developments. At present, the DPRK is 
being treated by some based on what may be an exaggerated assessment of its capabilities and by 
others in terms of public silence. 

Military Personnel 
As has been raised at the start of this chapter, total manpower numbers have never been a key 
measure of military capability. Quality, equipment, leadership, C4I/BM/ISR, and sustainability 
have always been more critical in anything but the most static war of attrition. A heavily 
militarized DPRK dictatorship that does not have to pay either its people or its military forces 
anything like a market wage does, however, have a major advantage in terms of sheer numbers.  
The IISS estimates that the DPRK is able to maintain a total active force of around 1,190,100 
men, including 1,020,000 Army, 60,000 Navy, 110,000 Air Force, and some 189,000 additional 
paramilitary forces – plus some 600,000 reservists and a very large Special Forces command 
with a nominal strength of 88,000. Given the economic poverty of the country, it is unclear just 
how “special” many elements of such a force really are.47 DPRK active-service military 
personnel represent nearly 5% of the country’s overall population, with roughly two-thirds 
deployed close to the DMZ.48 Most of the DPRK army is deployed on smaller bases throughout 
the DPRK, and all urban centers – including large agriculture and industrial developments – have 
garrisoned soldiers.49  

On paper, DPRK paramilitary and reserve forces comprise approximately 7.7 million personnel, 
or 30% of the 15-60 year old population. The force has been reorganized during the past 10 years 
and is comprised of four primary parts: the Worker-Peasant Red Guard (5.72 million people), the 
Red Youth Guard (0.94 million), the Reserve Military Training Unit (aka Instruction Guidance; 
0.62 million), and other miscellaneous paramilitary forces like the Speed Battle Youth Shock 
Troops and the Guard Command (0.42 million).50  

In contrast, the IISS estimates that the ROK has a total active force of around 34,500, including 
495, 000 Army, 70,000 Navy, 65,000 Air Force, and some 4,500 additional paramilitary forces. 
The ROK also has approximately 4,500,000 reserves that have a reserve training obligation of 
three days per year.51 The reserves are organized into the First Combat Forces (Mobilization 
Reserve Forces) or Regional Combat Forces (Homeland Defense Forces) and serve until age 
33.52 Despite the prior military service of all reservists, it is unclear how many are really combat 
capable, though enough seem to have unit assignments to make major increases in ROK Army 
manning on relative short notice. The ROK also still has a nominal paramilitary force of some 
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3,000,000 but it is unclear whether this serves any real military purpose; the IISS indicates that it 
is “being reorganized.”53 

Practically speaking, the DPRK’s active manpower base is far larger than its pool of equipment 
seems to justify, and much of the active force seems to be primarily an instrument of regime 
control over its population, rather than a competent fighting force. The cost-benefit of such large 
a force for so small a country, and one with some many economic problems, is questionable at 
best, even for a militarized state. The opportunity cost of the added manpower comes at the 
expense of equipment sufficiency, modernization, and overall battle readiness.  

The army is reported to have placed more emphasis on regular and paramilitary reserve unit 
cooperation over the past five years.54 Once again, however, these forces seem far better suited to 
regime control of the population than real-world war fighting. They might add mass and popular 
resistance in the face of an ROK invasion – unlikely as this seems to be without the prior 
collapse of the DPRK regime – but the numbers are either so great as to represent a totally 
hollow force or one where many elements are likely to cost more in resources than its military 
benefits are worth.  

Recruitment and Training 

The DPRK conscription process begins at age 14, when young North Koreans register as 
enlistment candidates and have a basic physical exam, with a second physical at age 16. Draft 
notices are distributed through high schools, and the average conscript is a high school graduate 
aged 17-25. There are a variety of exemptions and disqualifications for scholastic, physical, or 
political reasons.55  
Due to the slowly declining general health of the DPRK’s general population and the related 
decreasing physical stature and well-being of the average DPRK military recruit, the country has 
been forced to lower minimum entry requirements several times. Since the mid-2000s, the 
number of females in the KPA has also slowly increased, from an already significant percentage, 
indicating a shortage of able-bodied men.56 

One ROK government report discusses the North Korean military service requirement, the 
longest in the world – it can last longer than 10 years for men and six years for women, during 
which a typical soldier sees his/her family only once or twice.57 Typically, Army service lasts 5-
12 years, Air Force service 3-4 years, and Navy service 5-10 years. After military service, all are 
required to serve in the military part-time until the age of 40, after which they must serve until 
age 60 in the Worker/Peasant Red Guard.58 

Figure II.34 depicts the training for military officers, while Figure II.35 shows the usual 
activities of the DPRK military throughout the year. An ROK governmental analysis indicates 
that,59 

All men in North Korea are required to register for enlistment at the age of 14. Two rounds of physical 
examination are conducted when they reach the age of 15 during the final year of middle school, thus 
allowing them to join the service after graduation. The minimum requirement for check-up used to be 
150cm in height and weight of 48kg, but as youths in North Korea began to grow smaller in size due to 
food shortages, this was adjusted to 148cm and 43kg since August 1994. Yet, even such criteria are relaxed 
due to the lack of eligible candidates and the decline in the proportion of female soldiers. 
Excluded from military service are those who fail physical exams, who have families from the hostile class, 
and other delinquents who do not fit in the songbun system (families within the second parental cousin or 
first maternal cousin range of those who partook in anti-communist activities or defected to South Korea, 
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families of defectors from South Korea or political prisoners, ex-convicts, etc.). Meanwhile, exempt from 
military service are those who engage in particular lines of work or beneficiaries of political consideration 
(i.e. security officers, scientists, industrial engineers, artists, instructors, administrative officers, college 
students who pass military science exams, students of special or elite schools, only sons of aged parents, 
etc).  

North Korea presented the terms of military service in 1958 issued as Cabinet Decision No. 148 and 
mandated army service for three and a half years, navy service for four years. In actuality, however, this 
was often extended to a period of five to eight years, and in April 1993, North Korea adjusted mandatory 
service to ten years upon Kim Jong-il’s instructions. The 6th session of the 10th Supreme People’s 
Assembly also passed a military service law in March 2003, which specifies ten years of obligatory service 
for all male candidates, whereas the terms were curtailed for female volunteers to seven years. Yet, this 
does not include Special Forces (e.g. light infantry units, sniper units, etc.), who are required to serve for 
more than thirteen years, since indefinite period of service is requisite for soldiers under special instructions 
or with special skills. 

Meanwhile, the percentage of female soldiers in units varies from ten to thirty percent. They are often 
assigned to transport and administration, or become medics, signalers and sentries (at bridges or tunnels). 
Coastal artilleries, anti-aircraft guns, and small air defense batteries are also often managed by women 
soldiers.  

Regardless of rank, those who break military discipline face various disadvantages at the workplace after 
discharge. During their time in the barracks, all soldiers must follow a ten-point guideline, which Kim 
Jong-il himself took part and gave orders to devise. 
In North Korea, the General Political Bureau promotes various competitive campaigns to enhance internal 
control and unity in the military. The most representative campaigns include winning the following titles: 
the Three Revolution Red Flag (at company level), the O Jung-hup 7th Regiment (at regiment level), and 
the Gold Star Elite Guard (at division and brigade level). Those who perform well are awarded WPK 
membership, field trips, prizes, vacations, and preferential treatment in resource supplies.  

…[O]ne-third to half of military service in North Korea on average is dedicated to non-military activities 
such as public construction and farming…. Military authorities… have allowed a considerable number of 
army units to engage in foreign trade, commercial activities, labor mobilization, and various other profit-
making projects. This being the case, soldiers prefer posts that enable extra income, such as border guards 
under the Guard Command. Shortages in supply and daily necessities within the military are generating 
aberrations and other offenses that damage civil-military relations.  
Military ranks in North Korea are called ‘military titles’ and there are fifteen different levels for officers 
and six for those enlisted. The officers are grouped into four categories: ① marshal grade (Grand Marshal, 
Marshal, Vice Marshal); ② general grade (General, Colonel General, Lieutenant General, and Major 
General) ③ field grade (Brigadier, Colonel, Lieutenant Colonel, and Major) ④ company grade (Captain, 
Senior Lieutenant, Lieutenant, and Junior Lieutenant).  

The enlisted ranks are categorized in two different categories: ① non-commissioned officers (Warrant 
Officer, Sergeant First Class, Staff Sergeant, and Sergeant) and those who choose to remain in service after 
their mandatory period (Sergeant First Class, Staff Sergeant, and Sergeant-in-Initial Service). ② enlisted 
personnel (Corporal and Private), which are divided into four sub-categories (Lane Sergeant, Corporal, 
Lance Corporal, and Private) in order to boost morale and enforce discipline between ranks.…. At present, 
around 20 percent of ordinary soldiers are estimated to be WPK members, while about 40 percent in 
Special Forces are considered to have party status. 
…North Korea’s ground forces consist of fifteen army corps or equivalent units, including nine front and 
rear corps, two mechanized corps, the Pyongyang Defense Command, Border Guard Command, Missile 
Guidance Bureau, and 11th Corps (formerly known as the Light Infantry Training and Guidance Bureau). 

While all recruits go through a special ideological indoctrination program, actual physical 
training is very limited. For example, according to the IISS, DPRK pilots average 20 hours of 
flying time per year, whereas US pilots receive between 189 (for fighter pilots) and 343 (for 
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airlift pilots). DPRK special operations troops receive more physical training than the average 
military recruit, with harsher discipline and more intensive political and ideological 
indoctrination. Despite their lack of many resources, the results of the system are60  

…tough, intensively trained fighters who can travel farther and faster with more equipment and less food 
than most of their counterparts in other armies. They are mentally and physically hardened and disciplined, 
ready to obey orders and to suffer privations that would cause mutinies in other armies. They are, however, 
woefully undertrained for a modern war based upon rapidly changing tactical and operational situations, 
high mobility and advanced technology. 

In the early 1990s, the KPA shifted from large-scale field exercises to increased command post 
exercises, political training, and ideological indoctrination in an attempt to conserve resources 
due to a country-wide, multi-year famine. This led to a decline in combat capabilities. While in 
the late 1990s the army increased field exercises, again from 2000-2006, soldiers spent the 
majority of their time engaged in agricultural work and KPA enterprises that can earn foreign 
currency, instead of engaging in military training. There are often significant shortages of fuel, 
military supplies, warm clothes, and food for KPA troops.61 Since 2006, training has increased, 
including large combined arms field training exercises, but this has resulted in an uneven level of 
operational readiness in the DPRK military. Jane’s assesses the DPRK Army as,62 

…capable of defending the territory of the DPRK, conducting special operations against the ROK and 
Japan, and maintaining internal security. It currently maintains the capability to initiate an extremely 
destructive war of reunification against the ROK with little warning; however, it has a reduced capability to 
prosecute such a war for an extended period of time. 
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Figure II.34: DPRK Training Program for Military Officers 
 

Rank Training Program Remarks 
Draftees Transferred to the military mobilization agency (first to Special 

Forces unit, then in the order of the Navy, Air Force, and 
Army) 

Special Forces units and 
special branch of service first 

Recruits Recruit training center at each unit (3 months for general 
troops and 9 months for Special Forces) 

Due to economic difficulties, 
the period of training for new 

recruits is curtailed 
Privates Private ! Lance Corporal ! Corporal ! Lance Sergeant Takes 5-7 years 

Non-
commissioned 

Officers 

Non-commissioned Officers Academy (3 months) ! 
Sergeant! Staff Sergeant ! Sergeant First Class ! Warrant 

Officer (Chief Sergeant) 
* After serving 3-5 years, light infantrymen and snipers can be 

promoted to the rank of sergeant within 5 years when 
recommended on their merits 

In general, men are 
discharged from the army as 
Staff Sergeant after 10 years 

of military service 

Second 
Lieutenants 

2 years at the Military Officers Academy (Commanders Class: 
Top graduates in the class are commissioned as the 

Lieutenants) 
4 years college class for Lieutenants 

The ratio between political 
and military education in the 
Military Officers Academy is 

5:5, while it is 3:6 in the 
Military College 

Lieutenants Promoted after 2-3 years  
Company 

Commanders 
Promoted to Commander after 4-6 years  

Battalion 
Commanders 

Graduated from Kim Il-sung National War College (3 years) 
after 3-7 years 

 

Regiment 
Commanders 

Completed the tactics study class at Kim Il-sung National War 
College 

Generals are promoted at the 
supreme leader’s order 

Source: Ministry for Unification and Institute for Unification Education, Understanding North Korea, ROK Government, 2012, 
114. 
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Figure II.35: DPRK Military Exercises and Activities 
 

Months Type of Training and Activities 
January-February Preparation for field tactical training, field maneuvers exercise by each branch, 

engineer reconnaissance, deployment exercises 
March General shooting exercises with live ammunition at each battalion and division 
May Repairing of barracks and roads, planting seedlings in the fields for side dishes (food) 

Mid-June Summer exercise begins 
Collective Training: political education, lining drill, physical training 
Field training: by each branch, in semi-underground tunnel lodging 

Mid-July River-crossing during the rainy season, combat swimming, march, offense and defense 
exercise, shooting exercises with live ammunition 

October  Preparation for the winter: harvest, storage of vegetables, collection of firewood, 
barracks repair 

November Preparation for winter exercises: checking of combat gear 
December In the morning: focused on indoor exercises including shooting practice 

In the afternoon: long march with full combat g ear, physical training, lining drill, field 
shooting exercise 

Source: Ministry for Unification and Institute for Unification Education, Understanding North Korea, ROK Government, 2012, 
116. 

 

Weapons Systems and Equipment Deficiencies and Capabilities 
The most significant deficiencies in the DPRK’s weapons systems and equipment are 
“computers, information management; electronic warfare assets; modern Command, Control, 
and Communications (C3), fire direction and target acquisition assets; armored fighting vehicles; 
anti-tank guided weapons (ATGWs); and support vehicles.”63 
Conversely, the North has continued to improve its ability to stage simultaneous strikes on the 
ROK’s front and rear flakes, initiate preemptive surprise attacks, and make swift attacks deep 
into the ROK. According to an ROK government analysis, the DPRK aims to build the capability 
to:64 

[S]tage a quick and decisive war by proceeding to create panic in enemy camps, take the initiative in the 
war from the start, while at the same time deploying its mechanized corps equipped with tanks, armored 
vehicles and self-propelled artilleries deep into South Korea’s rear in order to overtake the entire peninsula 
before U.S. reinforcements arrive.  

The North’s strategy of preemptive surprise attacks based on its four- point military guideline involves a 
wide range of warfare, from large-scale preemptive attacks by regular armed forces to detour surprise 
attacks by irregular troops such as special operation forces…. At present, the North Korean military has 
positioned some 70 percent of its ground forces in the forward area south of the Pyongyang-Wonsan line, 
and the considerable number of these forces in underground tunnels poses a significant threat to South 
Korea.  

The North has deployed and fortified a large number of long-range artilleries that could pose direct threats 
to South Korea’s capital and other metropolitan areas near the front line; including 170mm self-propelled 
guns with a range of over 50km and 240mm multiple rocket launchers with a range of over 60km. It has 
also dispersed a few dozen air bases across the Northern part of the Korean peninsula. 

…This kind of military strategy can be theoretically applied on the Korean peninsula, but in reality, there 
are numerous limitations. North Korea may have the military capacity to make provocations or to trigger 
conflicts, but attaining its ultimate objective would be a difficult task, given that North Korean forces lack 
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the capability to sustain warfare. Political indoctrination and topography are not the only factors that decide 
the outcome of war; other elements come into play, including the overall environment of battlefields, 
educational level of troops, quality of arms, uncertainties, unpredictable conflicts, contingencies, and so 
forth. 

Key Assets 
The DPRK is estimated to have strategic war reserves of two to three months of food, 
ammunition, and petroleum, oil, and lubricants; most of these supplies are stored in specially 
built and guarded underground facilities. Also, the DPRK maintains a munitions industry of 
about 300 factories, along with many civilian factories that can quickly be used as munitions 
factories in the event of a war. The better-prepared, elite troops of the paramilitary and reserve 
forces include the special operations forces, ballistic missile units, Security Command, and the 
Guard command.65  

Approximately 70% of active duty KPA ground forces are reported to be stationed along the 
DMZ, and there were reports in 2011 and 2012 that the DPRK military was reinforcing coastal 
defense artillery units along the Northern Limit Line (NLL). It has been estimated that if the 
DPRK decided to initiate hostilities, the US and ROK would have a maximum of 24-36 hours 
warning, or as little as 12.66 
Key DPRK military capabilities include 240mm multiple launch rockets and 170mm self-
propelled guns that can target Seoul. 60 midget submarines and 130 air-cushioned landing crafts 
are believed to be available for infiltration or transportation of special operations forces. Among 
its aging fleet of combat aircraft are fourth-generation MIG-29 fighters and SU-25 attack aircraft. 
A large number of outdated An-2s are also believed to be used to transport SOF personnel.67  

Also, the DPRK maintains an extensive system of fortified bunkers and hardened artillery sites 
(HARTS), which include gun emplacements, personnel shelters, ammunition, a center for 
directing fire, self-defense trenches, cover locations, communication, and in the event of war, 
mixed minefields and protective wire. These HARTS are a very important aspect of DPRK 
defense; forward HART sites are located near enough to the DMZ so that 2/3 of the DPRK’s 
artillery can reach the ROK.68  

North Korea also has an integrated coastal defense system and “maintains two coastal defense 
missile regiments, a large number of coastal surveillance radar companies, and co-ordinates 
coastal defense operations with the KPA’s numerous coastal defense artillery units, standard 
artillery units, and the Coastal Security Bureau.” There are 1,000 artillery pieces stationed on the 
DPRK’s western coast alone. The DPRK also has an extensive system of underground facilities 
and tunnels, which will be discussed further in the chapter on asymmetric forces.69 
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Quality vs. Quantity 
However, the quality of the DPRK’s equipment should be kept in mind. In particular, much of 
the DPRK’s weapons are vastly inferior in technology and capabilities than the ROK’s or the 
US’s. For instance, the MiG-21 is the most common fighter jet in the DPRK; however, it was 
already becoming outdated in the 1960s and is no match for the F-15K’s used by the ROK.70  
The DPRK’s most recent aircraft procurement was in 1999, when it bought MiGs from 
Kazakhstan, and it uses 1940s single engine bi-planes to transport its Special Forces. Most of the 
DPRK’s conventional weapons have not been upgraded or updated since the 1970s.71 

Furthermore, while the DPRK has more main battle tanks, this is more than compensated for by 
the much more modern tanks of the US and ROK, as well as the fact that many of the DPRK’s 
tanks would be taken out by US-ROK air power before the tanks even made it to the DMZ to 
engage in tank battles (similar to in Iraq).72 Furthermore, resources constraints can also have a 
significant effect on military readiness; according to one Japanese analyst, “the North does not 
have the capability to wage war at the moment as they only have around 400,000 tons of oil for 
their military, meaning they can’t fight.”73 

ROK 
One needs to be careful about “snapshots” of military capability. The ROK’s current capabilities 
will be sharply affected by the changes in US and Chinese forces already underway, by Japanese 
willingness to support the US in defending the ROK, and by whether China chooses to intervene 
in any conflict in the Koreas. At present, however, the combination of ROK and US capabilities 
both offers a strong deterrent to the DPRK and the ability to contain and defeat the North. 

The command structure of each ROK service is summarized in Figure II.36. The Army is 
organized into the Army Headquarters (HQ), two Field Army HQs, one Operations Command, 
the Capital Defense Command, the Special Warfare Command, the Army Aviation Operations 
Command, the Army Missile Command, and other support units.  

The Defense Mission of the First and Third Field Armies covers the area ranging from the 
Military Demarcation Line (MDL) to the frontline area of responsibility (AOR). The Second 
Operations Command maintains stability in the rear areas. The Capital Defense Command is 
responsible for protecting the capital, which includes maintaining the functions of Seoul and 
protecting major facilities in the area. The other units’ missions are to carry out special warfare, 
aviation operations, logistical support, training and education, etc. 

The ROK Army will replace the First and Third Field Armies with the Ground Operations 
Command in 2018.74 In 2005, two out of ten corps were disbanded. Currently, there are eight 
corps, including seven regional corps and one mobile corps.  
The Navy is organized into the Navy HQ, the Naval Operations Command, the Marine Corps 
HQ, and other support units. The ROK Navy will shift toward a mobile force structure by 
reducing the number of surface ships and dispatching its middle- and heavy-class ships to 
counter various threats, including the threat of the North. The capacity for submarine and air 
warfare will also be reinforced. The Marine Corps will be reorganized into an air-to-land mobile 
force structure that is applicable to a range of mission types. 

A Jane’s study highlights the fact that these forces have several advantages over the DPRK, 
along with several limitations:75  
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… in terms of modern weapons, widespread mechanisation and net-centric C3I, thereby permitting non-
linear manoeuvre warfare as an alternative to the historical, bloody war of attrition in the mountains along 
the demilitarised zone (DMZ). However, modern manoeuvre and net-centric warfare requires highly 
trained, capable and motivated soldiers, which the ROKA is unlikely to adequately achieve with traditional 
conscription. The alternative - drastically reducing numbers of conscripts and building a leaner, more 
professional and more lethal ROKA would be culturally painful for the army and society at large and no 
decision to take that route is likely anytime soon. Meanwhile, two paramount issues loom over the 
immediate future of the country and the armed forces that require greater clarity - the state of the economy 
and the course of unfolding events in the DPRK. 
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Figure II.36: Command Structure of ROK Forces 
ROK Army Organization 

 
 

ROK Navy Organization 

 
 

 
ROK Air Force Organization 

 
Source: Republic of Korea, Ministry of National Defense, Defense White Paper 2014, 53-55. 
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Responsibilities and Doctrine 
The ROK Army has the primary responsibility for defending the ROK, and the deployment of 
the ROK armed forces is almost entirely directed to defending against a DPRK invasion. Combat 
readiness and capability to respond quickly in a crisis are emphasized as deterrents to both large-
scale DPRK attacks and smaller-scale military incursions. If this fails, the ROK military’s 
primary goals are to defend the Seoul metropolitan area, destroy the main forces of the DPRK, 
and weaken the DPRK’s will to continue combat operations.76 
In terms of operational art and tactical doctrines, Jane’s observes that,77 

ROKA doctrine traditionally reflects that of the US Army, though with an increasing Korean spin as 
military thinking adapts to new capabilities emerging from the acquisition of modern weapons, new C3I 
systems and greater mobility under armour. Until recently, the ROKA’s concept of defeating a North 
Korean invasion across the DMZ had changed very little from the closing days of the Korean War in 1953 - 
hundreds of thousands of massed infantry on a peninsula-wide front fighting a war of attrition from 
prepared positions, generally occupying the tops of steep mountain chains and ridgelines, supported by 
lavish amounts of direct and indirect firepower, including recoilless rifles, mortars, artillery and prodigious 
quantities of tactical air support, much of it American. 

The ROKA is now striving to develop and implement modern doctrine that will certainly reflect American 
developments and combat experience, such as the 2003 invasion of Iraq, incorporating mobile, net-centric, 
combined arms task forces and precision long range fires linked to co-operative tactical targeting. The 
ROKA must also be studying the post-invasion experience in Iraq, with a view to addressing the complex 
tasks associated with a North Korean collapse, particularly the civil-military challenges of occupation while 
combating a capable, well-armed insurgency. 

Although the ROK Army has an active reserve force of 600,000, the ROK can control a multi-
million-strong reserve force component if fully mobilized, which is the equivalent of another 
Army HQ and 23 infantry divisions. In 2010, the total reserve pool of the ROK military was 
almost seven million strong, though it is not clear in English-language sources how this is broken 
down into the various services. During peacetime, reserves receive yearly training; during 
wartime, these reserves are able to create supplementary units to reinforce existing units and 
serve as individual replacements for those lost in combat.78 

Indigenous Equipment Development 
The ROK has developed and produced many types of military equipment. In 2010, the country 
ranked 11th in the world in defense science technology. In 2007, the ROK finished its first 
domestically built Aegis-class destroyer, making it the fifth country to use an Aegis destroyer. 
The country also indigenously developed the T-50, an Advanced Jet Trainer, making it the 12th 
country in the world to build its own supersonic training aircraft.79  
As of 2010, the ROK also domestically developed and/or produced the Korean Military Satellite 
Communications System (K-MILSATCOM), The Blue Shark lightweight torpedo, K9 Thunder 
self-propelled howitzer, K2 Main Battle Tank, the KT-1 Basic Trainer, the Chiron man-portable 
SAM, the K21 infantry fighting armed vehicle/tank, the HaeSeong anti-ship missile, the K11 
dual-barrel air-burst weapon, and the Red Shark anti-submarine missile. A stealth fighter plane, 
the KF-X, is also under development. The ROK also exports many of these systems abroad.80  

Uncertain Patterns of Conflict and Escalation 
As Figure II.37 has shown, relations between the two Koreas have not grown more stable over 
time. Recent developments have not made improvements. The DPRK engaged in two major 
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military provocations in 2010 – the sinking of the ROK Cheonan and the shelling of a South 
Korean island that is located near the Northern Limit Line (NLL). A quick overview of the two 
events is given in Figure II.37. 

 Cheonan 
On March 26, 2010, an ROK Navy corvette named the Cheonan sank after being torn in half by 
an underwater explosion. Of the 104 sailors on board, 46 were killed in the attack. Some analysts 
believe the attack was an effort to bolster Kim Jong-il’s leadership strength in confronting the 
South, as well as his authority to select Kim Jong-un as his successor.81An independent 
assessment was performed by an international team of experts82 that examined the pieces of the 
ship’s hull and the weapon brought back from the wreckage site. Taking into account the 
physical evidence, personnel statements, medical examinations of the deceased sailors, analysis 
of seismic and infrasound waves, simulations of underwater explosions, and ocean current 
analysis, the report concluded,83 

Based on all such relevant facts and classified analysis, we have reached the clear conclusion that ROKS 
“Cheonan” was sunk as the result of an external underwater explosion caused by a torpedo made in North 
Korea. The evidence points overwhelmingly to the conclusion that the torpedo was fired by a North Korean 
submarine. There is no other plausible explanation. 

China and the DPRK continue to deny DPRK involvement. One reason given by China is that 
they were not invited to participate in the expert assessment, though the ROK argued that this 
was due to the sensitivity of the military system pieces under examination. China referred 
rhetorically to the incident as a “tragedy” – not an attack – and waited five weeks to give official 
condolences. Kim Jong-il was also welcomed to China with pomp and circumstance in May 
2010, just days after ROK President Lee Myung-bak had been in China lobbying Hu Jintao to 
take a stronger stance towards the DPRK. These Chinese actions and reactions deeply offended 
the South Korean public.  

After the sinking of the Cheonan, the US increased unilateral economic pressure on the DPRK. 
Individuals and entities linked to DPRK illicit activities and proliferation were added to the US 
government’s black list, and Japan further restricted the remittances allowed to the DPRK. The 
ROK cut off almost all bilateral assistance and trade, while also closing sea lanes to DPRK ships. 
84 

Yeonpyeong 
On November 23, 2010, a DPRK artillery battalion attacked a small ROK island located near the 
NLL shown in Figure II.38. According to Jane’s, an unprovoked surprise “time-on-target” 
artillery attack on Yeonpyeong began at 14:34, coming from the DPRK peninsula of Kangnyong, 
where a KPA 122 mm MRL battalion is located. The barrage lasted for 12 minutes, consisting of 
approximately 150 rounds. Of these, approximately 90 fell into the water around the ROK island, 
while about 60 landed on ROK marine positions – including three helipads – and two small 
villages on the island.  

At 14:47 the ROK Marines’ 155 mm K-9 battery initiated counter-battery fire, continuing for 
approximately 8 minutes. However, of the six K-9s, only four were combat ready, while the 
AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder counter-battery radar experienced operational issues – meaning that the 
remaining K-9s had to fire based on a pre-planned design that called for counter-battery fire 
against barracks and command posts on the DPRK island of Mu. The AN/TP1-37 radar was 
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repaired after about 50 rounds had been fired, and it identified the 122 mm MRL battery south of 
Kuan-gol as being responsible for the initial volleys. About 30 rounds were then directed against 
this position. After a 15-minute pause, a second DPRK barrage started, lasting from 
approximately 15:10-15:41, and consisting of approximately 20 additional rounds.85 

Overall, two Marines and two civilians were killed in the attack, with 15 Marines and three 
civilians wounded. Damage to the DPRK remains unknown, but a spokesman for the ROK Joint 
Chiefs of Staff reported that satellite images “show our shells landed on a cluster of barracks in 
North Korea, so we presume there have been many casualties and considerable property 
damage.”86 
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Figure II.37: The Cheonan Sinking and Shelling of Yeonpyeong 
Island (2010) 

 Sinking of the Cheonan Shelling of Yeonpyeong Island 

Type of 
Attack 

Torpedo attack from a mini submarine 170 shots by multiple rocket launchers 
and coastal artillery guys 

Development 
of Situation 

March 31, 2010 – A civilian-military Joint 
Investigation Group (JIG) was established with 59 
active service members, 17 government officials, 
and 6 civilians 

April 12 – The JIG was reorganized to include 49 
Korean and 24 foreign experts 

May 20 – The JIG made an official announcement 
that the Cheonan had been sunk by a DPRK 
torpedo attack, which generated a shockwave and 
bubble effect that split and sunk the Cheonan 

14:47-15:15 – ROK Marine Yeonpyeong 
unit responded to the attack by firing 50 
rounds of K-9 self-propelled artillery 

15:12-15:29 – The DPRK launched the 
second attack with 20 rounds of MRLs 
and coastal artillery 

15:25-15:41 – The ROK Marine unit 
responded to the second attack with 30 
rounds of K-9 artillery 

Damages 
Caused 

48 of 104 crew members killed 2 ROK Marines were killed and 18 were 
wounded 

2 ROK civilians were killed and many 
were wounded 

A total of 133 buildings and power 
communications were damaged (33 
completely destroyed, 9 half-destroyed, 
91 partially destroyed); wildfires broke 
out at 10 different sites 

 

DPRK’s 
Position 

The DPRK denied its involvement and insisted the 
whole incident had been fabricated by the ROK 

The DPRK insisted that it was acting in 
legitimate self-defense against an ROK 
provocation 

Measures 
Taken 
Against the 
DPRK 

The ROK government announced the May 24 
measures, which completely suspended trade and 
exchange between the two Koreas, and prohibited 
navigation of DPRK vessels in ROK waters 

On June 17, 2010, the European Parliament 
adopted a resolution condemning the DPRK 

The G8 Summit Meeting also adopted a joint 
statement condemning the DPRK 

On July 9, the UN Security Council condemned 
the sinking of the Cheonan in a presidential 
statement 

The ROK government strongly 
demanded that the DPRK take 
responsible measures. The ROK 
National Assembly defined it as an act of 
armed provocation and strongly 
condemned it 

The US, UK, Japan, German, and other 
countries around the world were 
outraged by the DPRK’s provocation 
and condemned it 

Source: Ministry for Unification and Institute for Unification Education, Understanding North Korea, ROK Government, 2012, 
159. 
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Figure II.38: The Northern Limit Line and Yeonpyeong Island 
The Disputed Maritime Border between the ROK and DPRK in the West Sea 

 
Note: The blue “A” line is the UN-created Northern Limit Line (1953); the red “B” line is the DPRK-declared “Inter-Korean 
MDL” (1999). Island “1” is Yeonpyeong. 

Source: Wikipedia, “Map of Korean maritime border,” creative commons file, attributed to Amble, 玖巧仔 and Tomchen1989, 
November 25, 2010. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_Korean_maritime_border.svg. 

 
Map and Graphic Representation of the Bombardment of Yeonpyeong Island 

 
Source: Wikipedia, “Yeonpyeong shelling,” creative commons file, November 24, 2010. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Yeonpyeong_shelling.png.  
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 Conventional Provocations: 2010-2016 
The North Korean leadership has carried out other escalatory actions since 2010 in addition to 
the developments in its missile and nuclear programs (discussed in-depth in later chapters). 
There were several destabilizing developments in early 2013, when the DPRK announced that 
the 1953 Korean War armistice was null and void, that it would remove the DPRK-USFK hotline, 
and that a “second Korean War is unavoidable.”87 On April 8, North Korea withdrew workers 
from the joint Kaesong Industrial Complex.88 In October 2014, the two sides exchanged when a 
contingent of DPRK soldiers approached the border despite the warnings of South Korean 
guards; there were no reported casualties.89 
These types of low-level escalations continued into 2015. In August, two ROK soldiers were 
injured in the DMZ by mines. The South Korean government responded by resuming its 
loudspeaker broadcasts at the border and placing its forces on heightened alert; the North started 
broadcasting its own propaganda. On the 20th, the DPRK shelled the other side of the DMZ, 
which in turn provoked a response from ROK artillery. North Korean leaders released an 
ultimatum insisting that the South cease its loudspeaker broadcasts; following a two day 
conference, the two sides reached an agreement in which the DPRK expressed regret for the 
earlier landmine incident and the ROK halted its broadcasts.90 In August, DPRK forces fired a 
shell into the South Korean city of Yeoncheon. While no one was injured, South Korean artillery 
returned fire and the exchange prompted local evacuations of ROK civilians.91 

Political Fallout 
These low-level DPRK attacks followed an all too familiar pattern of DRPK behavior, but did 
not intimidate the people of South Korea, or gain the support of China and Russia. In the weeks 
following the Yeonpyeong attack, which came just eight months after the Cheonan attack, there 
were civil defense drills throughout Seoul. Public outcry over the lackluster and uncoordinated 
South Korean response led to the ROK military’s new strategy of (pro)active deterrence, which 
has been discussed previously in this report.  
A public opinion survey conducted on November 27, 2010 – directly after the Yeonpyeong 
artillery attack – assessed the ROK public’s feelings about the attack, their government, the 
DPRK, and China: 92 

• 66% were dissatisfied with the government’s response  

• 80% thought that there should have been a stronger military response 

• 41%, in the case of further DPRK provocations, favored a military response while avoiding escalation 
to war 

• 65% said that there should be no escalation to war under any circumstances, while 33% said they were 
willing to risk a war in order to deliver a strong military response 

• 58% thought that that aid to the DPRK and cooperation-promoting projects should be suspended until 
the DPRK apologized and provided compensation  

• 43% thought that the Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-hyun Administrations were responsible for the 
DPRK’S nuclear weapons development; 35% said that the Lee Administration’s hard line policy was 
responsible for the DPRK’s nuclear development. 

• 76% thought that the November 2010 ROK-US joint naval exercise should take place  
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• 92% were dissatisfied with the Chinese Response to the DPRK’s attack; 58% thought it was necessary 
to send a strong protest message to China, even if it jeopardized damaging ROK-Chinese economic 
ties  

The ROK Defense Minister quit two days after the incident in the face of widespread public 
criticism of the way he handled the attack.93 Furthermore, the ROK’s countermeasures included 
“an increase in military expenditure and deployments, exercises and surveillance; the creation of 
a new command to defend the ROK’s north-western islands; and the expansion of military 
cooperation with the US. Seoul also explored ways to cooperate militarily with Japan.”94  
As for the US, it provided the ROK with immediate support after the sinking of the Cheonan, 
and did the same after Yeonpyeong. The US also held joint exercises with the ROK in May, July, 
and late November 2010 to show its support for the ROK in spite of pressure from China. 

Chinese and Russian reactions were mixed. Initial Chinese news reports did not place blame, 
featuring DPRK claims that the ROK had fired first or that ROK exercises had provoked the 
DPRK – and thus, the ROK was to blame for the incident. Overall, China refused to censure the 
DPRK for either the Cheonan or Yeonpyeong provocations, instead calling for restraint and a 
return to the Six Party process while watering down the UN Security Council statement in the 
wake of the Cheonan sinking and blocking Security Council action after the Yeonpyeong Island 
attack.95 
 Despite this lack of public criticism, the two visits of DPRK leader Kim Jong-il to China in 
2010 were strained due to the DPRK’s lack of economic reform and nuclear development. The 
Chinese leadership and press did not use the customary terms of friendship, instead using 
terminology that suggested a decrease in alliance ties and dissatisfaction.96  
Furthermore, while initially criticizing US military deployment and exercises in the region, the 
increase in inter-Korean tensions after the shelling altered Chinese official opinion and led to a 
reduction in Chinese criticism of the US. During President Hu Jintao’s January 2011 visit to the 
US, the two countries agreed to a joint statement emphasizing concern regarding the DPRK’s 
uranium enrichment program and the importance of DPRK-ROK dialogue.97 

Although Russia was initially slow to respond publically, it ultimately censured the DPRK for 
the shelling and ongoing nuclear development. Russia also called for an emergency UN Security 
Council meeting in December 2010, and was not unopposed to a statement condemning the 
DPRK (though Chinese opposition resulted in a shelving of the statement). Russia also noted 
“deep concern” after news of the DPRK’s uranium enrichment capacity was released.98  

Additional Issues and Scenarios 
North Korea has apparently developed a more hawkish stance with regards to the South in other 
areas. According to the ROK 2010 Defense White Paper,99 

Since early 2008, North Korea has taken extreme measures: the North unilaterally deported the South 
Koreans in charge of the Office of Inter-Korean Economic Cooperation in the Kaesong Industrial 
Complex (March 27, 2008), cut off the Panmunjom hot line (November 12, 2008), and blocked 
crossing of the Military Demarcation Line (MDL) (December 1, 2008). . . . It made various threats and 
declared a posture of all-out confrontation (January 17, 2009). It also announced the cancellation of the 
military and political agreements (January 30, 2009) while stating that it would ‘turn Seoul into a sea 
of fire’ (June 12, 2010). . . . North Korea has taken provocative actions and hard-line measures, 
including a navy clash near Daecheong Island, the so-called Daecheong Naval Campaign (November 
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10, 2009), establishing a ‘no-sail zone’ in the NLL in the west Sea and firing at coastal (January 2010), 
and freezing South Korean assets in Mt. Kumgang (April 2010).  

While none of these events led to any meaningful form of conflict, they did raise tensions and 
illustrate the continuing risk that a provocation could suddenly escalate. The fact both the DPRK 
and ROK are always on an ear wartime footing is also a warning that any major incident could 
escalate into a struggle for control of the Korean Peninsula, but it is far from clear that this would 
be the case.  
Pyongyang might conduct a major conventional build-up to pressure the ROK, Japan, and/or the 
US. It might do so to deal with internal unrest by trying to focus the nation on a foreign enemy. It 
might launch a limited war for the same reasons. Both the DPRK and the ROK, however, would 
be under at least initial pressure to keep any conflict limited, find ways to end it, and return to the 
status before the conflict began. 

It is also possible that Pyongyang might risk an all-out attack, and some experts have postulated 
that it might do so if the regime either came under severe internal threat in an effort to unify the 
DPRK’s citizens around a foreign threat or if Pyongyang felt it was isolated politically – and that 
the US and/or ROK might attack. 

It seems more likely, however, that if the DPRK does launch some form of attack, it would use 
conventional forces to conduct a limited war for limited objectives. It might try to seize islands 
or part of the DMZ, or to demonstrate its capability to threaten and intimidate the ROK through a 
limited attack or by launching a major artillery attack across the border on Seoul or another 
critical ROK strategic objective. The DPRK might increase the readiness of its conventional 
forces and/or deploy more conventional forces forward in a battle of intimidation and not 
escalate beyond a minor border incident, raid, or use of asymmetric forces in a limited attack 
somewhere in the ROK or local waters. 

It is doubtful that the ROK would initiate a new Korean conventional conflict, but Seoul cannot 
be sure what level of escalation would follow any response to a limited incident or attacks of the 
kind the DPRK made on the Cheonan and on Yeonpyeong. The ROK might also be confronted 
with a DPRK succession crisis or massive suppression of the population of the DPRK, creating a 
strong incentive for some form of decisive ROK military action. 
Outside powers would initially play a major role in deterring both sides from an escalation of 
conventional conflict. The DPRK would have to consider the risk of dragging the US and Japan 
into a conventional conflict, and how uncertain the Chinese reaction would be to any clear act of 
DPRK aggression. At the same time, the DPRK’s ideological hostility to the ROK and the US 
could lead Pyongyang to escalate in ways that are unpredictable and make a “rational bargainer” 
approach to scenario planning and predicting escalation highly uncertain.  
Both the DPRK and ROK must consider the risks inherent in dragging an outside power into a 
conflict. Any major DPRK success on the ground or escalation of a war would almost certainly 
lead the US to escalate its forces and to expand its range of targets in the DPRK. It is possible 
that Pyongyang might ignore this risk or miscalculate, but that seems unlikely. Similarly, any 
ROK success that threatened the existence of the DPRK would confront China with the risk of 
losing a key buffer state.  
China might or might not choose to intervene at any stage in such a conflict – either to limit or 
deter any action against the DPRK or to ensure that ROK and US forces did not “occupy” part of 
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the DPRK. It is at least possible that this escalation could extend to conventional fighting 
affecting Chinese bases as well as US bases and carrier task forces, including those as far away 
as Guam and the “outer island chain” that the US might use to base long-range bombers and 
stealth aircraft. Moreover, China might put pressure on Taiwan as a means of indirectly 
pressuring the US. 
Either side might use strategic air and missile power as well as attacks on population centers and 
critical infrastructure to support tactical operations. In fact, it seems likely that such escalation 
would occur the moment either side perceived it was threatened with major losses or some form 
of defeat. The US demonstrated during the first and second Gulf Wars (1991 and 2003), as well 
as in its operations in the Republic of Serbia, that strategic air and missile power can play a 
critical role in limiting an opponent’s tactical capability, temporarily crippling critical 
infrastructure targets in ways that produce little collateral damage and allow the civil economy to 
continue functioning. Air-land and air-sea operations are now becoming far more complex than 
in the past, and the dividing lines between tactical attacks and interdiction, and tactical and 
strategic operations are much less distinct or easy to predict. 
The naval dimension of a new Korean War is equally unpredictable. The DPRK could use its 
submarines, smart mines, and longer-range anti-ship missiles in a wide variety of ways, 
including covert or asymmetric attacks on shipping, and outside Korean waters. It might perceive 
a naval war, including some kind of attack or seizure of a US ship (like the USS Pueblo in 1968) 
as a safer way of exerting pressure. China might or might not become involved. Japan would 
have to decide on its naval posture. 
Seen from this perspective, the most important measures in terms of stability may not be arms 
reductions or controls on modernization and force change per se, but finding ways to limit the 
risks of confrontation and escalation. Confidence-building measures and transparency might do 
more to limit risk – measures such as expanding limits on deployment in the border area, 
decreasing risk to critical population centers, allowing neutral or mixed observers at exercises, 
real time transparency on force movements, and mediation of border, air, coastal, and sea control 
disputes.  
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